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This study Is designed to provide information on the be­
havior of consumers and marketing agencies in the meat-live­
stock sector of the economy. The quarter will be used as the 
period of observation and emphasis will be placed on beef and 
pork. Equations will be designed and estimated statistically 
from post World War II data in an attempt to explain the be­
havior of the quantity demanded at retail, the wholesale to 
retail margin, the farm to wholesale margin and the change in 
cold storage stocks for these two commodities. 
The study of this sector of the economy using quarterly 
data offers an opportunity to employ the use of distributed 
lags at several levels of the marketing system. The impor­
tance of time rates of change and the difference between the 
"short run" and the "long run" have been recognized in the 
economic theory of consumer demand as well as in the theory 
of the firm (e.g.73, pp. 45, 111). However, most empirical 
studies have attempted estimation based primarily upon static 
hypothesis. As the period under consideration becomes shorter 
the importance of dynamic considerations increases. Thus it 
is hypothesised that it is possible to observe some of the 
dynamic aspects of consumer, retailer and packer behavior 
when working with quarterly data. 
The importance of beef and pork and the variation in 
production and prices characteristic of them make the study 
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of these commodities interesting and important. Approximately 
20 per cent of the consumer1s food dollar is spent on beef and 
pork, the two most important meat products (92, p. 46). Of 
this total about 60 per cent is received by farmers and 40 
per cent is retained by marketing and processing agencies. 
The receipts at the farm level from beef and pork marketings 
represent some 28 per cent of the total cash receipts of 
farmers (87). 
Considerable seasonal variation occurs In meat production 
and marketing. For example, almost 30 per cent of the yearly 
production of pork is marketed during the fourth quarter 
(Oct., Nov., Dec.) while approximately 20 per cent Is marketed 
during the preceding quarter.^ During the fourth quarter farm 
prices for hogs drop to 91 per cent of their yearly average 
while retail prices are typically only one per cent below 
their yearly average. Cold storage stocks of beef and pork 
move In response to the shifts in production during the year. 
Pork stocks reach their seasonal low near the first of Novem­
ber and their seasonal high near the first of March. Beef 
stocks generally peak during January and reach a low point in 
August. Although stocks reduce seasonal variation In consump­
tion below the variation in production, considerable seasonal 
^The percentages quoted in this section were computed 
from data for the period 1949 to 1957 given In the Appendix. 
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variation in consumption remains. Consumption of pork in­
creases about 30 per cent from the third quarter to the fourth 
quarter while production generally Increases about 45 per 
cent. 
The seasonal variation in production and consumption of 
beef is much smaller than that exhibited by pork. Production 
is lowest during the second quarter and highest during the 
fourth quarter, production during these quarters being some 
97 and 102 per cent of the yearly average. Beef consumption 
is generally largest during the third quarter, balancing some­
what the small consumption of pork at that time. Retail 
prices for both beef and pork are generally lowest during the 
first quarter and highest during the third quarter. 
Marketing margins, i.e., the difference between prices at 
successive marketing levels, show considerable seasonal vari­
ation. They are generally widest during the latter part of 
the year, the period of increasing farm supplies. Also, move­
ments In margins are an important component of the total price 
variation. Brelmyer (10) states that 43 per cent of the vari­
ation in quarterly average farm prices of choice cattle from 
1953 to mid 1956 was accounted for by varying marketing mar­
gins and 57 per cent by fluctuations in the retail price of 
beef. For pork, where the total variation in prices is 
greater, changes in marketing margins still accounted for 20 
per cent of the variation In prices of hogs at the farm level. 
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A USDA publication on pork marketing margins emphasized 
the importance of margins and the speed of market adjustment 
(91, p. 4): 
It appears that $2.50 of the $9.00 decline in the 
price of live hogs at Chicago from June to Decem­
ber, 1955, was accounted for by failure of retail 
pork prices to fall as rapidly as farm prices of 
hogs. 
Meat packers or processors need information on the sea­
sonality of marketings in order to organize their operations 
to meet changing supplies. Further they need to link informa­
tion on projected supplies with information on the seasonality 
of consumer demand to reach optimum storage programs. The 
gains from such increased knowledge by packers as a group 
could be shared by farmers in the form of higher average 
prices, by consumers in the form of a more desirable time 
distribution of consumption, and by packers in the form of 
higher net profits. 
Livestock producers naturally are affected by the para­
meters of the demand function facing them. Numerous competent 
studies of the demand for beef and pork have been made using 
yearly data (&.g., 23, 61, 99). However, the performance of 
the market in such periods as late 1955 suggests that use of 
such studies for price predictions for periods less than a 
year may err considerably. Additional information on the per­
formance of margins and consumer demand for periods of less 
than a year would improve the ability to predict the movement 
of farm prices. 
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The present levels of feed grain stocks and the continued 
presence of the hog cycle have Increased Interest in possible 
government programs directed toward the feed grain-livestock 
sector of the economy. Knowledge of seasonal variation and of 
market structure is necessary for the consideration and devel­
opment of such programs. 
Little work has been published which attempts statistical 
estimation of parameters to explain the movements in marketing 
margins. The USDA has published (84, 91) some work on mar­
gins, but the author is unaware of any published studies which 
have gone beyond a regression of price at one level on the 
price at another marketing level. 
This brief discussion has indicated that information on 





The Paretoan theory of consumer behavior assumes that the 
Individual is guided in his consumption decisions by a well 
defined preference or utility system. This preference system 
can be expressed as a utility function U (q1> qg ... qfi) of 
the quantities of the n goods. Pareto first recognized that 
any positive monotonie transformation of U will give the same 
results. Thus, it is not necessary to assume that utility is 
cardinally measurable. The property required of U is that it 




Indifference curves or the graphic presentation of these sub­
stitution rates is often taken as the starting point in a dis­
cussion of consumer behavior. To derive the properties of 
demand functions it is generally assumed that the goods are 
homogeneous and divisible and that the utility function has 
continuous second derivatives, is non-decreasing and is con­
vex in the sense that constrained maxima are unique. 
A consumer faced with a given set of prices acts so as 
to maximize the function U with the restriction that his total 
? 
expenditure must equal his income, ^ Pi^i = Solving this 
problem with a Lagrangean multiplier yields the following 
system, 
x P l  = °  
JF" p^q^ = Y 1 = 1, 2 ... n 
where X is the Lagrange multiplier. From this It is seen 
that the marginal rate of substitution between any two goods 
must equal the ratio of their prices, i,.e., 
lu. 
^ql Pi 
11 = FT 
d qj J  
Further the system may be solved for the demand functions 
wherein the quantity of each good is expressed as a function 
of all prices and Income. 
Ql = fi^Pl* Pg* •••» Pn> 
The assumption that the utility function is independent of 
income and prices leads to the well known homogeneity property 
of demand equations. Specifically, the demand equations are 
homogeneous of degree zero in prices and income and hence 
multiplying all prices and Income by a constant leaves the 
quantity demanded unchanged. This property makes it possible 
to choose one -price as the numeraire (say the price of the ktla 
commodity) and write the demand function of the 1 good as 
q^ = h (p^/pjç, Pg/Pk» • • • > Pn/pk» ^/Pk^ 
The market demand schedule for a commodity can be 
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obtained by summing the Individual demand curves. 
The price elasticity of demand is defined as: 
. El 
}Pi P 
This concept is useful since being independent of the units 
of measurement, it represents the percentage change in quan­
tity resulting from a one per cent change in price. The in­
come elasticity is defined in a similar manner as: 
-iSl : X_ = ev 
JY 9i 
Certain dynamic aspects have been added to the static 
theory of consumer behavior. Stlgler (73, p. 95) gives some 
of the reasons for expecting the elasticity of demand to in­
crease with time. (As will be shown, this is another way of 
saying that the preceding prices and/or quantities are Impor­
tant determinants of the current quantity demanded.) The 
presence of technological rigidities, imperfections In the 
market, and habit are advanced to explain why the full effect 
of a price change may not be realized immediately. 
Technological rigidities include such factors as the 
durability of a good and previo ue commitments for present 
purchases. In addition it may be necessary to purchase re­
lated goods to fully enjoy the benefits of the one whose price 
has changed. Imperfections in the market pertain primarily 
to imperfect knowledge of price changes. It should be 
pointed out that acquiring knowledge generally entails the 
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expenditure of effort, time and perhaps money by the consumer 
(_g.g., "shopping around"). Thus there may be a considerable 
lapse of time before all consumers are aware of the new price. 
Habit or inertia is almost self-explanatory. It is easier to 
continue the previous pattern of expenditure rather than make 
the conscious effort of reorganization. The consumer may wait 
until he feels that the price change is permanent before 
changing his pattern of purchases. 
The work of Duesenberry (16), Modigliani (53) and Fried­
man (28) suggests that past behavior and past incomes are 
important determinants of current consumption. Although these 
writers were concerned primarily with aggregate consumption 
and savings their work has Important implications for the 
study of demand for individual commodities. 
Friedman has hypothesised that "permanent" consumption 
la a constant proportion of "permanent" income. The important 
determinant of consumption is not the Income which is observed 
(this is "permanent* Income plus a transitory component), but 
the consumer's concept of his long run normal Income. The 
consumer1s concept of normal income is based upon his past 
experience and his expectations of the future. In the empiri­
cal portion of his monograph Friedman uses a weighted average 
of past incomes as an approximation of permanent income. 
Friedman1s work was preceded by that of Modigliani and 
Duesenberry. They hypothesised that the highest previous 
10 
Income as veil as the current Income Is an Important deter­
minant of current consumption. The highest previous Income 
Is Introduced on the supposition that consumers attempt to 
maintain consumption in the face of a reduction in income. 
That is, once a consumer has become accustomed to a certain 
level of expenditure he prefers (at least for a time) to de­
crease his assets and/or rate of saving in an attempt to main­
tain this level. Modigliani argues further that the long time 
movement in income is upward and hence a period of decreasing 
income will be considered a temporary phenomenon by consumers. 
Duesenberry's arguments on the nature of utility are of 
considerable interest. He has argued that it is incorrect to 
assign to the consumer a utility function with well defined 
parameters which expresses utility as a function of absolute 
quantities. Rather he pictures the consumer in a continual 
process of learning. His tastes, rather than being fixed, 
are Influenced by his past experience and by the observed con­
sumption patterns of others. By experimentation and observa­
tion he discovers and develops desires for new goods and dis­
covers new uses and/or substitutes for those presently con­
sumed. The desire to spend is Induced by contact with the 
goods consumed by others. Such a description of consumer be­
havior can be formalized by expressing consumption as a func­
tion of the individual's past consumption and the past con­
sumption of others. Thus, these ideas furnish a basis for 
11 
Introducing past consumption into a demand function. 
Possible forms of consumer demand equations which contain 
non-static elements can now be considered. First a static 
demand equation representing the level of consumption occur­
ring if income and prices have been stable for a "long" time 
is written as 
(1) 0% = aP% + bPg + cY 
where ^  designates the quantity of commodity "1" demanded 
and P^ and Pg the retail price of commodities "1" and "2", re­
spectively. This simplified demand equation is written as a 
linear approximation. The following discussion would be un­
altered if the equation were treated as linear in logarithms. 
Next the variables are dated and it is further assumed 
that the current quantity depends not only on current prices 
and income but upon previous prices and income. 
n n n 
(2) Q%t = 27 &iPit_i + Jl. bjPgt-l + 52 CiYt_i 
1=0 1=0 1=0 
Equation 2 states that quantity is determined by income and 
prices taken with a distributed lag. One might attempt to 
estimate equation 2 directly by estimating a multiple regres­
sion of on current and lagged prices and income. This 
approach was taken by Alt (2). However, such a procedure has 
certain disadvantages. For example if it is desired to esti­
mate equation 2 and lags of one period only are considered, 
i.e., n chosen equal to one, the regression contains six 
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explanatory variables. Consideration of two period lags would 
increase the number of explanatory variables in the regression 
to nine and so on. Each time the lag is Increased one period 
three variables are added to the regression and the number of 
observations available for use In the regression is decreased 
by one. Further, as most economic series display some auto­
correlation, the inclusion of multlperiod lags may introduce 
considerable correlation among explanatory variables. Thus 
direct estimation may result in large standard errors for the 
estimated coefficients. To overcome these difficulties It 
has been suggested that simplifying assumptions concerning the 
form of the lag be included in the model. 
One of the more ingenious and useful assumptions is that 
put forth by Koyck (44). He suggests that the coefficients 
be approximated by a converging geometric series. Thus, for 
the coefficients of P^t-l above Koyck suggests that the a^ 
be given by 
(3) ai-l = X a1 
It is not necessary to assume that 3 holds for all 1 but the 
assumption may be modified to apply only for i>k. The 
method will be demonstrated for one dependent variable and 
for k = 1 giving: 
(4) ^it = aoplt + a A pit-i 
1=1 
Lagging 4 one period and multiplying both sides of the 
equality by X yields: 
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(5) AO-it-l = X aoplt-l + al ^1~1 Plt-i 
Is2 
Rewriting 4 as 
(4a) Qlt = aoPlt + &!?!%_! + ax >î"*1 Plt-1 
and subtracting 5 from 4a gives 
^ ^ l t  " *  ^  S . t - 1  =  a o P l t  +  ^ a l ~  ^ a o ^ P l t - l  
or: 
(6a) Qlt = a0Plt + (a^- Aa0)plt-1 + ^^lt-1 
If one assumes that all the coefficients follow assumption 3 
the reduced equation is: 
(6b) Qit = aoplt + XQit-1 
This method can be expanded to more than one variate if 
it assumed that the distribution of lag Is the same for each 
variate. This assumption Is considerably stronger since it 
implies that the speed of reaction is the same whether the 
change in equilibrium quantity was induced by a change in in­
come or by a change in price. Thus if it is assumed that 
( ?) Qlt - X pit-l + bo X p2t«i + °o A %t=l 
1=0 l=o l=o 
one obtains: 
(8) Qlt » aoplt + boPgt + CoYt + X Qit-l 
The simplification in estimation flowing from Koyck's 
assumption becomes clear when 2 is compared with 8. The 
former contains a large number of explanatory variables while 
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the latter equation contains only the lagged value of the 
endogenous variable In addition to the current values of the 
explanatory variables. 
Koyck (44, p. 22) points out that assuming a geometric 
series of coefficients is equivalent to assuming that the 
change in actual quantity is proportionate to the distance 
between quantity last period and the current equilibrium quan­
tity. The equilibrium quantity is defined as that quantity 
which will be realized given enough time for complete adjust­
ment to the existing prices and income. The equilibrium quan-
E 
tlty, Q^, can be obtained by setting = Pt. From 7 one 
obtains for the equilibrium relation:^ 
(7a) <*t . ^  Plt • p85 , ït 
Nerlove ( 56) has derived an equation similar to eight in 
a manner somewhat different from the approach of Koyck. Ner­
love assumes the existence of an equilibrium equation such as 
equation 1 which gives equilibrium quantity as a function of 
prices and income. In addition an equation giving the rate 
of adjustment in quantity, l..e., the rate of movement toward 
equilibrium completes the system. 
^The sum of an infinite geometric series is given by: 
21 X1 = 1 -1 <A <1 
l=o 1 * A 
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Thus the system Is: 
(la) eft = SoPlt * bop2t + coYt 
(10) Oit - ®it-i " - & ) "it * ®it-i' 
Substitution of la into 10 gives a reduced equation of the 
same form as 8. Hence the assumptions underlying system la, 
10 are equivalent to those of equation 7. That is, the adjust­
ment equation, 10, Implies the same geometric distribution of 
lag for all explanatory variables. Systems of the general 
type la, 10 will be investigated in the empirical section. 
If the assumptions are accepted it is possible to obtain 
estimates of long and short run elasticities from the esti­
mates of the coefficients of 8. The coefficients a0, b0, c0 
represent the effect of current income and prices while 
ao r b° r co (equivalent to the a^, b^, CQ of la) 
1 — A 1 — A 1— X 
represent the long run effect of prices and income on quan-
B 
tity. If the equation is linear in logs 2—, 
c 1 1 - X 
——S_— can be interpreted directly as long run elasticities. 
In the equations Just discussed lagged quantity entered 
the equation because of an assumption about the speed of re­
actions. The arguments of Duesenberry lead to the introduc­
tion of lagged quantity or lagged quantities to represent 
the current preferences. Ladd (46) has discussed the problem 
encountered in attempting to interpret the coefficients of 
equation 8 obtained empirically. The Koyck and Nerlove pro-
16 
oedures assume the existence of an equilibrium quantity, mak­
ing possible elasticity estimates, while Duesenberry1s ideas 
suggest that the equilibrium shifts as a result of current 
consumption change. 
Retail Margin 
It would be possible to describe the behavior of retail­
ers by specifying a retailer's demand curve and a retailer's 
supply curve. However, meat is a perishable commodity and 
is held for a short time by retailers. Thus, unless the 
period studied is very short the quantity demanded is identi­
cal with the quantity supplied. It is therefore possible to 
replace the demand and supply equations by a reduced equation 
containing the margin between the demand (wholesale) price 
and the supply (retail) price. 
Also retailer behavior is oriented toward the "mark up" 
from the wholesale price to the retail price. Retailers per­
form services but they price not their services, but commod­
ities . Further the pricing policies very for different com­
modities. Perhaps the most common Is the average cost pric­
ing wherein a constant percentage markup is applied to the 
wholesale price (37, p. 2). Some commodities carry a con­
stant dollar markup, while a combination of the constant and 
percentage markup characterizes others. The degree of compe­
tition and the importance of the item in the family budget 
17 
Influence the pricing behavior of retailers. The total mar­
keting margin for meat has generally been characterized as a 
fixed dollar margin (70, p. 254). 
Services performed by retailers differ somewhat for beef 
and pork. Beef is generally purchased from the packers as 
quarters or halves of carcasses. These are then cut into the 
retail cuts. Boning and trimming result in a weight loss of 
about 20 per cent (84, p. 13). In addition to cutting and 
trimming, portions of the meat may be ground and/or packaged. 
In the case of pork less cutting and trimming is performed at 
the retail level. Packers cure portions of the pork carcass 
and sell portions fresh. As a result they perform the major­
ity of the cutting. 
From a purely theoretical point of view the retailing 
operation might be viewed as a multlproduct firm purchasing 
raw materials, performing additional services on these mate­
rials and then selling the finished products. Carrying such 
an argument forward leads to an analysis based upon the raw 
material and factor prices. Further, the traditional firm 
theory would lead one to expect an upward sloping marginal 
cost curve in the short run. 
It does appear that over a fairly long period margins 
are influenced by movements in marketing costs. For example 
there has been a gradual widening of margins since World War 
II associated with rising prices of inputs. Of the costs, 
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labor costs are the most Important, accounting for approxi­
mately two-thirds of all costs in retailing (86, p. 14). 
In the short run, however, It has been argued that all 
costs, Including labor, can be considered fixed (37, p. 4). 
Thus the short run marginal cost curve is horizontal and the 
only variable important in retail pricing, other than the be­
havior of competitors and custom, is the wholesale price. 
Holdren (37, p. 4) argues further that in such a situation 
the optimum behavior for a retailer is to change retail prices 
by one-half the change in wholesale prices. This result can 
be obtained by equating marginal cost which equals wholesale 
price to the marginal revenue associated with a straight line 
demand curve of the form K - bQ = Pr 
(1) MC = PW = K - 2b Q, = 2PR - K 
dPta 
(2> = 1/2 
where P% refers to the wholesale price and P% to the retail 
price. 
This hypothesis may be modified to explain movements in 
wholesale and retail prices which are in proportions other 
than two to one. If it Is assumed that the optimum rate of 
change is 
< = >  %  =  /  
the resulting demand curve is 
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(4) 
Thus a f3 less than one-half will occur if the retailer "be­
lieves his demand curve to be concave to the origin. This 
may well be realistic for such a curve can be considered a 
smooth modification of the "kinked" demand curve of oligopoly 
theory. 
A tendency for changes in retail prices to lag behind 
changes in wholesale prices has been observed and the USD A 
bulletin on pork margins (91, p. 18) advances the following 
reasoning to explain the lag in retail price changes. It is 
reasoned that when wholesale price falls retailers at first 
have little incentive to lower retail prices; they merely widen 
margins. However, should the lower wholesale prices be main= 
talned or the wholesale prices continue to fall competition 
among retailers will lead to reductions in retail prices and 
in retail margins. Conversely on a price rise retailers hesi­
tate to change retail prices until the increase in the whole­
sale price becomes substantial or has existed for some time. 
The above considerations lead to the following possible 
explanation of the behavior of the wholesale to retail margin : 
(5) Mlt =• aCRt + 
(6) Mlt " »Ht-l = °<o(MRt " <-!>* *1 APWt 
This system introduces the type of notation to be used 
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throughout the remainder of the thesis. The superscripts 
denote the commodity and subscripts the marketing level and 
the time period. In addition the superscript E is used to 
indicate the equilibrium quantity and the greek A to indi­
cate the one period change in the variable. Thus denotes 
the equilibrium wholesale to retail (retailer's) margin for 
beef at time t, the retail margin existing at time t, 
Pyt the wholesale price of pork at time t, P^% the wholesale 
IJ g g 
price of beef at time t, ^P^t = pwt ~ pWt-l change in 
the wholesale price of beef from the period t-1 to the period 
t and cost factors affecting the retailing operation. 
The equilibrium margin for beef is given as a linear 
function of the costs of retailing and of the wholesale price 
of beef. The wholesale price is Introduced to explain any 
tendency toward a percentage markup. The rate of change in 
the retail margin is expressed as a function of the differ­
ence between last quarter's margin and the current equilibrium 
margin and of the rate of change in the wholesale prices of 
beef and pork. The change In the wholesale price of pork is 
included on the assumption that the substltutablllty in con­
sumption of beef and pork leads to Interdependency in retail 
price movements. 
Substituting the equilibrium margin from 5 into 6 it 
follows that: 
21 
(?) %Rt = (l- "^o^Rt-l + oa®Rt + *obPWt 
+ ^ AP®t + * 2 A Pyt 
This model assumes that retailers act primarily as quan­
tity adjusters and that price changes are initiated in the 
wholesale market. That is, if demand increases it is assumed 
that retailers Increase their orders but do not seriously in­
crease retail prices and widen their margins. If this assump­
tion is false, consumer income or a similar measure of retail 
demand should be added to the system. For example, the change 
in income might be included in the adjustment equation or in­
come might be included in the equilibrium equation on the 
assumption that consumers demand additional services as income 
Increases. 
Packer - Wholesale Behavior 
This section of the marketing channel is dominated by 
meat packers, although there are a considerable number of in­
dependent wholesalers. Direct sales from meat packers to re­
tailers are the most common transaction while the sales of 
packing house branches and independent wholesalers are of 
secondary Importance (98, p. 323; 324). About three-fourths 
of meat wholesaling is performed by meat packers either direct­
ly or through branches. 
The behavior of this section might be represented by a 
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demand curve for livestock and a supply curve for meat. The 
difference between the quantity supplied and the quantity 
demanded represents the accumulation of stocks by packers. 
Rather than attempt to describe behavior of this marketing 
sector with supply and demand equations, two equations which 
can be derived from the supply and demand equations will be 
used; a margin equation, and a storage equation. The margin 
represents the difference between the demand price and the 
supply price, while the change In stocks represents the dif­
ference between the quantity supplied and the quantity demand­
ed. 
Storage stocks 
Inventories are typically accumulated during the period 
November to March and liquidated during the remainder of the 
year when declining farm supplies result in price rises. Pork 
stocks are the most important and show the greatest seasonal 
variations. During the period 1949-58 cold storage stocks of 
pork ranged from a high of 822 million pounds in the spring 
of 1952 to a low of 134 million pounds in the fall of 1957. 
The average accumulation of stocks was almost 300 million 
pounds, stocks averaging about 218 million pounds at the end 
of the third quarter and 516 million pounds at the end of the 
first quarter. 
Beef stocks reach their low point earlier as well as 
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reaching a seasonal peak sooner than pork stocks. Stocks 
were as low as 60 million pounds and as high as 202 million 
pounds during the 1949-58 period. The seasonal change in 
stocks averaged close to 100 million pounds. 
Meat inventories are desired for two purposes: to meet 
the day to day operational requirements and in anticipation 
of a price rise. Klein (40, p. 13) demonstrates the impor­
tance of price anticipations In the following manner. The 
anticipated profits of the firm for the period T are given by 
K* = J fp*(^~ft> ~ \ xlqi + - f(s)Je~/*t dt 
where the asterick, *, Is used to denote anticipated values; 
X represents profit; p the price of output; Q the quantity 
of output; ^5. the time rate of change in stocks; x^ the price 
Uv 
of inputs; q^ the quantity of Inputs; the anticipated 
time rate of change in the value of stocks; and f(s) storage 
costs as a function of the quantity of stocks. 
To maximize 71* the partials of X* with respect to the 
q^ and s are equated to zero. The partials with respect to 
the qA give 1 equations which represent the demand for fac­






MiÀL » flti» 
ja " 
This last equation shows that the maximization of anticipated 
profit requires that the marginal cost of storage equal the 
anticipated change In price. 
However the expected price change is not an observable 
variable and hence cannot be directly included in a regression 
equation. A similar problem arises in the analysis of supply. 
Entrepreneurs commence production on the basis of price expec­
tations held at the beginning of the production period, but 
these expectations are impossible to observe. 
Nerlove (59), in his work on supply elasticities, has 
suggested a model for generating price expectations which Is 
based upon the Hickslan concept of the elasticity of expecta­
tions. Hicks (35, p. 205) has defined the elasticity of ex­
pectations as "the ratio of the proportional rise in expected 
future prices of x to the proportional rise in current prices." 
This definition might be Interpreted as 
—El s ix 
dpt P* 
where differentials are used to represent time rates of 
change. If the definition is expressed in finite differences 
in logs it might be written as 
P* - Pt-l = °< (Pt - Pt-1> 
But Nerlove argues that the Hickslan definition, "implies 
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that prices have actually been 'normal1 until some change 
occurred" (56, p. 22) and hence that the change in expected 
price should be proportional to the deviation in current price 
from the previously expected price. This gives 
p* - p"_i * v(Pt - p*-!1 
This model has been used by Nerlove In estimation of elas­
ticities of supply for several agricultural commodities. It 
is probable that the model is more applicable to a situation 
where production is fixed for a discrete time period once a 
decision has been made than to the more flexible and dynamic 
inventory case, which is characterized by a considerable 
period of accumulation as well as depletion. In the latter 
case expectations may be formulated for several future periods 
and these expectations reviewed, if not continuously, at least 
periodically. 
Unfortunately little past work is available to use in 
Isolating the criteria used by meat packers in making storage 
decisions and formulating price expectations. Tolley and 
Harrell (82, p. 45) interviewed executives of packing firms 
on the formulation and execution of storage decisions. These 
interviews did not give a clear picture of relevant variables 
considered by the decision makers. They did Indicate that 
increasing physical storage costs were seldom a factor since 
public warehouse facilities as well as packer owned facilities 
were utilized in the storage operations. Tolley and Harrell 
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conclude: 
The average level of seasonal Inventories Is pri­
marily explained by risk, and variations In seasonal 
Inventories relate to price expectations which are 
volatile and often inaccurate. 
However, they go on to say that packers are fairly successful 
in predicting changes in supply but unsuccessful in forecast­
ing shifts in demand. The USDA publishes periodic information 
which can be used to predict livestock marketings. Probably 
the most important of these publications is the "Pig Crop 
Report" which gives the number of sows farrowing and the far­
rowing intentions. Since the feeding period is varied only 
moderately, marketings are closely related to the farrowlngs 
6 to 8 months previous. Packers Indicated to Tolley and 
Harrell (82) that the fall pig crop reports were used when 
making decisions concerning the accumulation of storage 
stocks. 
Some additional observations on the change in stocks 
seem possible. The level of stocks will be associated with 
the change In farm production for two reasons. First; an in­
crease in production will lead to more operating or pipeline 
stocks. If there is a lag before wholesale prices fall It 
means that packers are accumulating stocks. Tolley and 
Harrell believe that this pipeline swelling results in only 
moderate increases In storage stocks, however. Secondly, an 
Increase in production leads to a fall in the current price 
which increases the difference between the expected future 
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price and present price. 
It Is also to be expected that beginning stocks will 
Influence the level of ending stocks. It Is logical to ex­
pect a lag between the decision to liquidate or acquire stocks 
and the completion of the change In Inventory and certainly 
during periods of liquidation the beginning stocks place a 
limit on the depletion. Also the stocks of beef and pork 
should be related, or the stocks of one a function of the ex­
pected change In production of the other. 
With this background It Is possible to construct several 
models as possible explanations of the behavior of storage. 
It is difficult however to introduce expectations into a 
model without greatly increasing the number of variables In 
the equation to be estimated. For example, consider the fol­
lowing expectatlonal model where expectations are generated 
in the manner suggested by Nerlove (57, p. 23). The variables 
BE 
are defined as follows: 8% denotes the equilibrium level of 
B* B* 3 
beef stocks at the end of period t; APwt+1 = pt+l "" pt de­
notes the expected change in the wholesale price of beef from 
period t to period t+1 where the expectation is formulated at 
B* B* 
time t; AQFt+1 = Op-j^l - Qp% denotes the analogous expected 
change In farm marketings in beef. 
(1) e=E -
/x B* B* , t>* 
(2) ^pWfc+l * ft/a A #Ft+l = bl/a AQFt+l 
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^Ft+l " ^Ft = °^o^t " 
or equivalently: 
(3a) ^^Ft+l = ( 1 - 06 ( ^Qpt ~ ^^t^ 
(4) Qpt+1 ~ ^ Ft = ^l^^Ft ~ ^ FV 
(s) 4 - «Li = /s (sf - =Li> 
The expected price change has been expressed as a func­
tion of expected quantity changes since packers are apparently 
better able to predict changes in production and secondly such 
an approach allows explicit consideration of expectations con­
cerning the substitute meat. 
Equation 5 is included in the system on the assumption 
that technological factors prevent complete adjustment of 
stocks to the planned level within one period. The above 
system leads to the following reduced equation where the co­
efficients, C^, are combinations of the parameters in the 
system: 
(6) s® = 0o A Q|t + Ci A Qpt + C2 A Op^-l + C3 A 
+ c4st-l + C5st-2 + C6st-3 
Thus it seems desirable to simplify the model in order 
to decrease the number of variables in the reduced equation, 
for it is highly doubtful if statistical estimation would 
yield reliable coefficients for five lagged variables. 
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One possible simplification is to retain the above model 
and add the further assumption that cx Q = <=<^ = o< . The 
estimation of both the pork and beef storage equations pro­
vides a check on this assumption. Each of the two equations 
will yield an estimate of <X and hence a comparison of the 
estimates makes it possible to evaluate the original assump­
tion. Hie assumption that ^Q = = <K simplifies the re­
duced equation to 
(7) s® * ( 2 — ^ — ( 1 — °< ) ( 1 — j3 ) s?_2 
- ^ b0(l -<x )AQ® - f3 bx(l - ^  
The expectatlonal equations of the above system employ 
only two variables, past expectations and present marketings, 
to explain present price expectations. No doubt additional 
information is used to formulate expectations about future 
marketings. For example there appears to be good grounds for 
adding the ohange in farrowings to the expectatlonal equation 
for pork quantity. Thus 4 becomes: 
(4a) < + 1  -<-»<«&-<) + rAF . 
and the reduced equation for pork stocks becomes: 
(8) = (2 — o< — )s^_2 ~ ( 1 ~ )  ( l  — )s®_2  
— ^ bg( 1 — o< ) ^  b]_( 1 — ^ 
+ y bxa F 
The adoption of a different model for the generation of 
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expectations might be Introduced to yield a reduced equation 
differing somewhat from 7. For example if It is assumed that 
(9) 
and the assumption of a lag in the adjustment of inventories 
is retained, an equation of the form 
(10) * <1 -/» )=t-i 
is obtained. 
It may be remarked in passing that an expectations! equa­
tion of the form 9 or a slightly expanded form such as 
A *4+1 = 6oAQt * Sl^^t-l 
may be quite realistic for commodities such as pork which are 
characterized by marked seasonality and recurring cycles of 
production. 
Farm to wholesale margin 
The farm to wholesale margin represents the increase in 
value due to both the processing and wholesaling activities. 
Over the long run it appears that wholesale margins like re-
tall margins are Influenced by cost factors. Of these labor 
is the most important, representing approximately 50 per cent 
of the difference between the cost of livestock and the re­
ceipts from sales (84, p. 13). 
Meat packing is a type of manufacturing characterized by 
die-assembly rather than assembly. Thus application of tradl-
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tlonal firm theory to the wholesale margin behavior leads one 
to expect an upward sloping marginal cost curve in the short 
run. In fact it appears that the cost of changing the level 
of operation is an important consideration in meat packing. 
An Increase In livestock marketings means that additional 
employees must be hired and/or overtime paid to present em­
ployees to process the increased quantity. In such a situa­
tion margins tend to widen. Breimyer (10, p. 692) notes that 
margins widen more than the increase in costs due to "the de­
sire of the entire meat trade for stability In both prices 
and volume of business." Conversely during periods of de­
creasing farm marketings packers compete to maintain the 
operation of their plant and to maintain the supply of prod­
ucts to their customers. As a result margins tend to narrow. 
One would expect the wholesale margin for beef to be 
related to that of pork or to be related to the production 
of pork. Beef and pork are often processed in the same plants 
or by the same firms in different plants. The transfer of 
factors from beef processing to pork processing is probably 
limited by technological and institutional factors (e.g., 
labor unions and specialized assembly line type of process­
ing.) Despite these limitations some substltutabillty is ex­
pected to exist. These considerations lead to the following 
possible explanation of wholesale margin behavior: 
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(1) Mtft * aoftFt + al°t 
(2) Myt - = Ko^MWt " + + K2^Ft 
PE 
where denotes the current equilibrium wholesale margin, 
denotes the current quantity of farm marketings of pork 
and A denotes the difference between marketings at time 
t and at t-1. 
The equilibrium margin is expressed as a function of 
costs and of the quantity processed. If the long run average 
cost is almost horizontal the coefficient for absolute quan­
tity will be close to zero. The rate of change in margins is 
expressed as a function of the difference between the current 
equilibrium margin and the margin last quarter, and the rate 
of change in the production of beef and pork. Reduction of 
the above system yields: 
(3) Myt = K@aoQ^t + Koal°t + (l - %o)*Wt-l + Kl^Qft 
+ K2^^t 
The preceding discussion has considered lags introduced 
into the equation by rigidities. These include such factors 
as the time required to increase the level of the plants oper­
ation, the lag between receipt of livestock and sale in the 
wholesale market of the wholesale cuts, as well as the time 
required for firm managers to react to changed conditions. 
Similar variables could be introduced into the margin equation 
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with an expectatlonal model* 
In the following model It Is assumed that the equilibrium 
margin is a function of the expected change in farm marketing 
as well as the actual change. Further the assumption of lags 
due to rigidities is retained. 
(4) Mwt = ®oA^Ft + alA^Ft 
(5) Q|t - Qpt-1 = (Q^t-i - Q^t-i) 
(6) M^t - M^t-l = °^MWt " MWt-l^ 
The variables are as previously defined where the * denotes 
expected values. Thus Qp* represents the marketings expected 
to occur during time t. It is assumed that these expectations 
were formulated at time t-1. Therefore A - Qpt-1^ 
is the expected increase in marketings formulated at time t-1. 
The expected quantity Is a weighted average of the quantity 
marketed last quarter and the quantity expected last quarter. 
This may also be written as: 
( 5a) A = (1-/3 ) (A Op^-l - A Qpt-l) 
The system can be reduced to: 
(7) = (2 - - /? )M%t_i -(!-«.) ( 1 _ f )M%t_2 
- (l - p )°<(a^ + ao^A^Ft-l + ai°^A Oft 
If it Is assumed that the equilibrium margin is proportional 
to the difference between the expected and realized farm 
p 
quantity ( a 0  = - a ^)disappears from the equation. 
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Under this assumption equation 7 is very similar to an equa­




Least Squares and Simultaneous Techniques 
The method of least squares has been widely used to 
estimate economic relationships from time series data. This 
method selects the linear combination of "independent" vari­
ables which best predicts the "dependent" variable. As the 
name implies, the procedure minimizes the sum of squared 
deviations of the actual observations from the predicted. 
The model is generally given in the form 
(1) Y = X/? + e 
where Y is the vector of t observations on the dependent vari­
able and (3 is a vector of coefficients for the matrix of in­
dependent variables, x^, and e Is the error vector. If it is 
assumed that: 
(a) e^ is distributed normally with zero mean 
(b) E (e^ej) =0 1 ^  j 
( c ) E ( ef ) = cr ^  
(d) The x^ are fixed or E(xj^e^) = 0 all J 
The estimates of fi , p have the following desirable proper­
ties. They are linear functions of normal variates, hence 
they are distributed normally and it is possible to construct 
confidence intervals. They are unbiased estimates of ^  , 
/\ 
i.e., E (3 = p , and have the maximum likelihood properties of 
sufficiency and consistency. Further they are "best" esti­
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mates, I.e., their variances are the smallest among all 
linear unbiased estimates. 
If the assumption of normality is relaxed and it is 
assumed only that the eA are distributed as sbme density 
function f(e) the estimates remain the best linear unbiased 
estimates. If the assumption of Independent errors, (b), is 
relaxed the estimates remain unbiased but lose their effi­
ciency properties. 
The use of the least squares techniques in estimation of 
economic relationships has not been without criticism and dis­
cussion. Working (103) first discussed the problem of identi­
fication. He pointed out that each observation in a time 
series of prices and quantities represents the intersection 
of a supply and a demand curve. The ability to estimate a 
demand curve depends upon the stability of the supply curve. 
If the two showed simultaneous variation the least squares 
line would represent neither the supply curve nor the demand 
curve• 
Haavelmo1 s (32) contribution in 1943 and the subsequent 
work of Cowles commission led to the method of estimation 
known as the simultaneous equations approach. Using this 
approach it is necessary to specify those variables which 
are believed to be mutually determined, the endogenous vari­
ables. Variables which are determined outside the system are 
called exogenous variables. In addition past values of the 
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endogenous variables may enter the equations. These latter 
two types of variables can be grouped into a single class of 
predetermined variables. The following is an example of a 
simultaneous system. 
(5a) (D) q% + a0pt + a]Y% = elt 
(5b) (S) qt + bQpt + b]p%_i = e2t 
The first equation represents the demand equation spec­
ifying that the quantity demanded Is related to price, Income 
and a residual error term. The supply equation relates the 
quantity supplied to current and lagged price. In this 
" example we assume that income is exogenous or determined out­
side the system. In the supply equation pt_^ is a predeter­
mined variable, "predetermined" In the sense that It is not 
Influenced by the endogenous variables. 
The following assumptions are made: 
(a) The predetermined variables are independent of the 
eit 
(b) The elt are distributed normally with < °o and 
(c) E(elte2t) * < cO 
(d) Eteije^) =0 1 ^  j 
(e) The ei% result from Incomplete specification of the 
equation. 
(f) The coefficients a and b are linear. 
Thus the error is assumed to be associated with the equation 
and to be Independent of the predetermined variables In that 
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equation. 
It has been shown (33) that if the system 5 exists in 
fact the least squares estimating procedure will give biased 
estimates of the coefficients. The following method of esti­
mation is then suggested. Solve the system for the endogenous 
variables p% and q% in terms of the predetermined variables. 
Fit the resulting equations by least squares and then trans­
form the coefficients thus obtained into the coefficients of 
5. 
In the simple system above both equations are Just iden­
tified, !.£•> the number of exogenous variables in the system 
and not in the equation Is one less than the number of endo­
genous variables in the equation under consideration. In 
this pleasant case there exists a one to one correspondence 
between the coefficients of the reduced form and the coeffi­
cients of the original system. If the number of excluded 
exogenous variables equals or exceeds the number of endogenous 
variables In the equation, the equation is said to be over 
identified. This is the most common case and the method of 
limited information was developed to estimate the coefficients 
in such a case. The limited information estimates are con­
sistent and as efficient as any method using the same amount 
of information. However considerable computational work is 
required to obtain the estimates. 
The characteristics of least squares and limited Informa-
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tlon estimates can be summarized in the following manner. 
The least squares estimates are: 
(a) relatively easy to compute 
(b) have small variances 
(c) can be expected to be biased if the equation esti­
mated is part of a simultaneous system. 
While limited information estimates are: 
(a) More complicated and expensive computationally 
(b) The variances of the estimates are greater than the 
variances of least squares estimates 
(c) Are biased in small samples 
(d) But the bias approaches zero as the sample size 
increases, i.e., they are consistent estimates. 
Christ (13, p. 397) after considering the above points 
concludes : 
Thus the question of which method to use for any 
finite sample size is still open, for we do not 
know how to tell whether the bias of the limited-
information method at a given sample size is 
smaller than the least-squares method by enough 
to compensate for its bigger variance. 
The recent work of Thell (76) and Basmann (6) has sug­
gested an alternative method of estimating equations which 
are a part of a simultaneous system. The estimation proceeds 
as follows: choose one of the endogenous variables in the 
equation to be estimated, compute regressions of each of the 
remaining endogenous variables of the equation on the pre­
determined variables of the system and using the regression 
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equations compute the estimated values of the endogenous 
variables, and then compute the regression of the chosen 
endogenous variable upon the estimated endogenous and pre­
determined variables in the equation. The procedure is some­
what arbitrary since it depends upon the choice of the endo­
genous variable to serve as the dependent variable. However, 
It has been shown by the above authors that the estimates so 
obtained are consistent. 
The "proximity theorem" of Wold (99, pp. 37, 189) gives 
some indication of the size of the bias associated with the 
least squares estimates of equations belonging to a simul­
taneous system. Suppose that a variable x is treated as exo­
genous when In fact it is mutually determined (i.e., it is 
not Independent of the residual). The bias is a function of 
the relative magnitude of the error variance and the correla­
tion between the error and x. For the one variable case Wold 
illustrates this In the following manner. Given y » (3 x + z* 
the true relationship and y = bx + z the observed, then: 
E(b) , SLod t. a * liazil = â + r<«») Usïl 
Et*8) r Ex " Tx) 
where r(xz*) is the correlation between x and z*. Thus if 
r(xz*) is small and is small, then the product (the 
bias) is small of the second order. The bias approaches zero 
as the variance of the residuals approaches zero Just as the 
regression of y on x approaches the regression of x on y as 
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the correlation between x and y approaches 1. 
Least squares estimating procedures will be used In this 
study. The relatively Inexpensive nature of the computations 
makes possible the investigation of a greater number of altern­
ative hypotheses. 
Little s priori information Is available to aid in sel­
ecting a specific form for several equations (notably the 
margin and storage equations) to be estimated, or In predict­
ing the distributional properties of the residuals (the degree 
of serial correlation). Thus since the research funds avail­
able were not unlimited it was felt that the greatest amount 
of information could be obtained by the use of least squares. 
An obvious extension of this study would be the estimation of 
the equations by simultaneous methods. 
Estimation of Equations Containing 
Lagged Endogenous Variables 
The inclusion of lagged variables In the equation to be 
estimated complicates the estimation procedure and/or makes 
critical the assumptions about the residuals. 
Hurwicz (38) has shown the existence of bias in the least 
squares estimates of In an equation of the form 
?t = y t-1 + ut 
if the estimates are obtained from small samples. However, 
the estimate of °C Is consistent if the ut are serially inde-
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independent (51). The exact nature of the small sample bias 
is known only for samples of 3 and 4 and in certain limiting 
cases, but it appears that the bias becomes rather small in 
moderate sized samples (20 to 40) where <X is not close to 
zero. 
In his discussion of the estimation of distributed lags 
Koyck (44, p. 32) has demonstrated that the least squares 
estimate of the coefficient for the lagged endogenous vari­
able is a consistent estimate only If the residuals of the 
reduced equation are serially independent. Koyck assumes the 
following equation 
(1) yt = x1 xt=l + Ut 
1=0 
which may be reduced to 
(2) + Xy t_x  + " t  -  X u t_1  
Then the probability limit of the least squares estimate of 
A A , denoted by 1 is given by 
(3) plimJ^ 
M SitTt-l 
2 Ey t-1 
From 2 it follows that 
,2 (4) Ey tx t  = aEx{ + A E* ty t_1  + Ex%u% -  AEX^^ 
(5) Ey%yt_i = sEx^y^i + A Eyf^ + Eyt_lUt - A Eyt-lUt-l 
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where by hypothesis Ext-1ut = o for all 1 and from 1 it fol­
lows that: 
O/* 
(6) Eyt_lUt = a 51 X1"1 Ex^^ + Eu^u*,! = Eutut-1 
1=1 
o£> 
(7) Eyt-lUt-l = a 
1=1 
9c1 Ex, t-iut-l + Eu t-1 = Eu t-1 
Substituting 6 and 7 Into 5 Koyck obtains 
.2 
(8)  X = 
Ex; 





which equals plim 1 only if 
(9) Eutut-1 = X Euf^ 
Proposition 9 is satisfied if the residuals of the reduced 
equation are serially independent. Thus in all other cases 
the least squares estimate of X Is an inconsistent estimate. 
Nerlove and Addison (60, p. 879) have attached consider­
able significance to the fact that the addition of the lagged 
endogenous variable to statistical supply and demand equations 
greatly reduced the evidence of positive serial correlation 
in the residuals. They used a model of the form: 
(10) xE = bpt 
xt - xt-l = y(*t - *t-l) (11) 
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to obtain the following equation: 
(12) xt = bïCpt+ (l - )x%_i + ut 
where ut is the residual term. Equation 12 was fitted statis­
tically and the results were then compared with those obtained 
from the regression equation: 
(13) 3% = b'pt 4- uj. 
Although the residuals from many of the regressions of type 
13 displayed significant positive serial correlation the 
Durbin-Watson test yielded no significant values and only a 
few in the inconclusive range when applied to the residuals 
obtained from regressions of type 12. 
It seems, however, that the counter argument is equally 
powerful. Namely, if the residuals in a "true" representation 
such as 13 are serially correlated, then the estimation of 
model 12 may lead to significant coefficients for the lagged 
endogenous variable and little evidence of serial correlation 
in the residuals. This argument is supported in the follow­
ing discussion which considers the general problem. 
To investigate the nature of the bias introduced when 
the model 12 holds and the residuals are serially correlated 
consider the general model: 
(14) yt = axt + byt_! + ut 
(15) ut = /? ut-l + et 





If the regression 
(19) 
Eetet-i = 0 1 ^  ° 
Extut-1 = 0 all 1 
Ee-fcyt-i = 0 1^ 1 
7t = a'xt + b'ft-1 + ut 
is estimated by least squares, the normal equations are: 
(20) a'STxl + b'Zxtyt_i = ^ ytxt 
( 2i) a«z xtyt-i + b'2T yf-i = ^  ytyt-i 
and the probability limit of b1 is given by 
(22) plim b1 
Exf E*t7t 
Eyt?t_i 





(23) Extyt = aEx| + bExtyt-1 + Eutxt 
(24) Eytyt-1 = aExtyt-1 + bEyf^ + Eu^y^i 
From 15 
(25) Eu%yt_i =/?Ey2_i - p aExt_1yt_1 - b^Eyt_2yt_1 + Ee^^ 
Noting that Ex^.^^i = Ex^y^ etc., 25 is substituted in 24 to 
obtain 
(26) = aExtyt_1 + bEyf^ • /3 Ey|_1 - f} aExtyt 
- V sy^t-i 
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or 
(26a) Eytyt_1 - p Ey^ = a^E*tyt-1 - p ExtytJ 
+ b[Ey^_i -
From 23 and 26 and 17 it follows that 
Ex| Extyt 
(27) b 
' P Ext>rt - /? Eyf.i 
E*t E*tyt-i 
.2 Extft-1 - /? Extyt Ey%_i - ^  Eytyt-1 
which may be expanded to give 
(28) b As " P fE?t-iE*t - (ehh)2] 
A - Ab 
Av 
Using -~2 s plim b1 28 becomes 
( 29) b - p b plim b1 = plim b1 —^Eyt-lExt ~ ^Extyt^ 
From which it follows that 
f (l - r| y ) 7 
(30) nlim b1 = \ b + B Î 
where 
S (Extyt)z 
From 30 it is clear that b* is a consistent estimate of b 
only if p = o. 
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Consider next the case in which b = o, 1.5., there is 





Since the correlation coefficients are always less than one 
the plim b1 becomes the autocorrelation coefficient multiplied 
by a positive constant. This constant will in general be less 
than one, increasing as the autocorrelation in y increases 
and as the correlation between x% and y^ decreases. It fol­
lows that the presence of sizeable autocorrelation in the 
errors may lead to a sizeable least squares estimate of b 
and hence the acceptance of the lag hypothesis when in fact 
it is false• 
When b differs from zero the nature of the bias is no 
longer as clear. Equation 30 may be rewritten as 
(32) plim b' - b + —^ j b8 
As long as the quantity within the brackets remains positive 
the bias has the same sign as p , but as b Increases the 
bracketed quantity decreases and may become negative. Thus, 
for a positive /3 and any given value of ^ ~ rxty^ there 
(1 
- V 
is a tendency for plim b1 to lie in the middle of the range 
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between zero and one since the large sample bias is positive 
for small b and negative for large b. 
From the above considerations it is possible to conclude 
that positive serial correlation in the residuals may lead to 
serious upward bias in the estimate of b1 and perhaps to the 
acceptance of the hypothesis 11 when in fact no lag is 
present. 
Further note that Just as a1 and b1 are biased estimates 
of a and b so is u^ a biased estimate of u%. One component of 
u%_i, namely y%_i, is included In the estimate of y%. If 
y%_l is serially correlated the observed serial correlation 
In u^ can be expected to be less than that suggested by Ç3 . 
Statistical Tests 
In the empirical sections which follow the common t and 
F tests will be made upon the statistics obtained from the 
multiple regressions. It is realized that the conditions re­
quired of the error term in order that these are precise tests 
may not be completely satisfied with time series data. Fur­
ther, the computation of several sets of regression estimates 
from the same set of data means that the level of significance 
tests cannot be strictly applied. However, these tests do fur­
nish considerable Information on the reliability of the esti­
mates and it is felt that the conscientious reader in attempt­
ing to evaluate the results would perform such tests even If 
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they were not included in the text. In the text the term 
"significant" will be applied to statistics which differ from 
the null hypothesis at the 5 per cent level when tested by 
ordinary methods. 
The Durbin-Watson "d" (17) will be computed from the 
residuals of most of the regressions. As has Just been argued 
this test can at best be considered only an approximation when 
applied to equations containing lagged endogenous variables. 
Again this does not mean that this statistic is without value, 
but that the bias toward non-significance should be recognized 
and pause taken before accepting an equation where the re­
siduals contain evidence of serial correlation. 
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THE DATA 
This study utilizes data from the 39 quarter periods, 
January, 1949, through September, 1958. When collection of 
data for this study was begun production and price series 
through the third quarter of 1958 had been revised at least 
once. Data on wholesale and retail margins were not avail­
able prior to 1949. 
Quarterly data on marketing margins for the meats are 
published currently in the Marketing and Transportation situ­
ation (95). Data for pork for 1949 through 1956 are sum­
marized in USDA Misc. pub. 711, "Pork Marketing Margins and 
Costs" (91). USDA Misc. pub. 710, "Beef Marketing Margins 
and Costs* (84) contains similar data for beef. The descrip­
tion of the data is taken from these publications. The whole­
sale margin for pork is the difference between the wholesale 
value at Chicago of 71 pounds of edible pork (47.4 pounds of 
major cuts, 8.6 pounds of minor cuts, and 15 pounds of lard) 
and the price of barrows and gilts per 100 pounds at Chicago. 
The wholesale to retail margin is the difference between the 
wholesale price of the major pork cuts at Chicago and the 
United States retail price of pork computed from the prices 
of the same cuts. Thus the wholesale price used In comput­
ing the retail margin differs from that used in computing 
the wholesale margin by the price of minor cuts and lard. 
The wholesale margin for beef Is the difference between 
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the market price of choice grade cattle and the wholesale 
price per 100 pounds live weight of the choice grade carcass 
plus the value of by-products. The live prices are obtained 
at several markets throughout the country and wholesale 
prices are obtained at New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, and Seattle. By-products include such items as 
hides and tallow and edible products such as the heart and 
liver. 
The retail margin for choice beef is the difference be­
tween the wholesale price of choice beef at the five wholesale 
markets and the United States composite retail price per 100 
pounds of carcass weight. The retail prices of both pork and 
beef are collected by the United States Bureau of Labor Sta­
tistics. Other series are compiled by the USDA. 
The retail price series described above were used in the 
consumer demand equations. A second retail price series for 
pork Is available which represents more cuts than the one used 
here (91, p. 25). Since the series differ only slightly, the 
series used In the margin computations was also used in the 
consumer demand equations. Both the margin series and the 
price series were deflated by the consumers price index. 
Quarterly data for quantity of production, consumption, 
and stocks of beef and pork are published currently in the 
Livestock and Meat Situation. Total production is divided 
into commercial and farm components. In the analysis of the 
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marketing agencies the commercial production data are used 
since they represent the quantities actually passing through 
the marketing channels. Consumption is computed including 
estimates of home produced consumption. Consumption has been 
placed on a per capita basis through division by the popula­
tion eating out of civilian food supplies. Bureau of the 
Census figures were interpolated to obtain estimates of popu­
lation at the midpoint of the quarter. 
The quarterly series of disposable personal Income is 
the seasonally adjusted series published by the Department 
of Commerce. The recently revised figures published in the 
July, 1958, issue of the Survey of Current Business (96) were 
used In this study. The personal income was placed on a per 
capita basis and deflated by the consumers price index. 
The wage series used in the retail margin equations is 
the wage in retail "Food and liquor stores" published cur­
rently in the Survey of Current Business (96). A similar 
series is published in the same source for employees in "meat 
product" manufacturing industries which refers primarily to 




Since this study employs the single equation method of 
estimation the form of the consumer demand equations was 
altered from that discussed in the theoretical section. 
Price was designated the dependent variable and the quantities 
of beef and pork treated as the independent variables in the 
regressions. 
Fox (23, pp. 30-33) has argued that yearly farm produc­
tion of beef and pork can be considered largely predeter­
mined. Most of his arguments hold with increased force for 
the shorter period of a quarter. The total production period 
for hogs approaches a year and the production period for beef 
is considerably longer. Farmers are able to vary production 
within a quarter only by feeding to heavier weights, by mar­
keting breeding stock or by withholding stock for breeding 
or additional feeding. These alternatives are partially 
self-balancing. For example, If a high price encourages 
additional feeding some animals which formerly would have 
been marketed during the current period will be marketed dur­
ing the next period. Also high prices may encourage the 
withholding of additional breeding stock. 
Quarterly civilian consumption differs from farm pro­
duction due to changes in stocks, imports and exports and 
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military uses. Of these, only stocks appear to be Important 
and simultaneously determined with consumption. A later 
section will demonstrate that a large portion of the vari­
ation in stocks can be explained by variations In exogenous 
variables, but logically it is to be expected that stocks and 
hence consumption are simultaneously determined with price. 
Military takings are a function of the size of the armed 
forces while imports and exports are generally small relative 
to total production. Thus, except for stocks, consumption 
may be considered largely predetermined. 
A slightly different formulation from that presented 
previously may be used to introduce lags Into a demand equa­
tion which designates price the dependent variable. For 
example the system 
(2) ?Rt " pHt-l = - Pfit-l' 
may be used to obtain the reduced equation 
(3) Prt = Û^QRT + (l - )PRt-i 
The adjustment equation is given in terms of prices 
rather than quantities and states that the price change Is 
proportional to the difference between the current equilibrium 
price and the retail price the preceding period. 




(4) Q&t = b pRt 
pRt - pRt-l = /? 
The reduced equation in this case is 
which when estimated with as the dependent variable 
yields the same estimates of elasticities as 3. 
Equation one in Table 1 was obtained by regressing the 
price of pork on the per capita consumption of beef and pork, 
disposable personal income, time and dummy variables repre­
senting quarterly effects. Equation two is the analogous 
equation for beef• This type of equation has been estimated 
from yearly data by several agricultural economists («£.£., 
23, 101). Time is introduced as an explicit variable to re­
flect slow changes in consumer tastes, adoption of new tech­
nology which may shift the demand, etc. Time is an unsatis­
factory variable since it is merely a proxy for other vari­
ables and its use in prediction requires extrapolation. Most 
authors, however, have felt that coefficients obtained from 
demand equations (particularly for pork) including time 
were superior to those obtained from regressions excluding 
time (e.g., 101, p. 74). 
Regressions one and two yield good results in the sense 
that a considerable portion of the variation in price is ex­
plained by the included variables and the signs of all co-
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Table 1. Selected statistics from regression estimates of consumer demand equations 
Regression coefficients! and their stan< 
Dependent 
variable 4 4 ?t Time 4-i 4-i (4 • 4) °g c 
I 4 —1.06** (.30) -3.81** (.49) .0071 (.0148) -.111* (.046) 
II 4 -3.43** (.26) -O.51 (.4L) -.0140 (.0130) II
 
III 4 -0.95** (.21*) -2.99** (.43) .0254 (.0126) -.118** (.028) .432** (.14) 
IV 4 -2.69** (.46) -0.47 (.40) .0060 (.0123) .082 (.043) .226* (.11) 
V 4 —1.03** (.22) -3.49** (.42) •0264* (.0112) -.138** (.033) .307** (.10) .221** (.074) 
VI 4 -3.58** (.48) -0.78* (.36) .0251 (.0126) .071* (.033) .332 (.26) -.275** (.084) 
VII 4 -1.17** (.26) -4.33** (.46) .0201 (.0137) -.153** (.043) .297** (.084) 
VIII pRt -I4..O7** (.28) 
-0.83* 
(.37) If .072* (.035) -.304** (.084) 
*#Significantly different from zero at the 1 per cent level. 
^Significantly different from zero at the 5 per cent level. 
^Inconclusive test for positive auto correlab ion of residuals at 5 per cent level. 
^Non-significant test for positive autocorrelation of residuals at 5 per cent level. 
ations 
and their standard errors 
, .2 
^t) Og (&t - &-i ^t - Q%t-i °1 d3 d4 
Constant 







































































efficients agree with a priori expectations. However, the 
coefficients for income in both equations are small relative 
to their standard errors as is the coefficient for pork quan­
tity in the beef regression. The d statistics, although in 
the inconclusive range, are suggestive of positive serial 
correlation in the residuals. 
Regression equations three and four were obtained by 
adding the respective lagged prices to regressions one and 
two. The addition of lagged price to the pork equation sig­
nificantly reduced the variance of the residuals, the F value 
for 1 and 29 degrees of freedom being 18.24; while the similar 
F value of 3.59 for the beef regression indicated that lagged 
price did not significantly Improve the fit of the equation. 
The evidence of positive serial correlation in the residuals 
of the pork equation is considerably reduced by the addition 
of lagged price. This is also true to a lesser degree for 
the beef equation. 
When residuals from pork equation 3 were plotted against 
the quantity of pork the residuals tended to fall in a "U" 
indicating the presence of curvilinear!ty in the regression 
of price on quantity. Curvillnearlty can be Introduced into 
the equation either by converting the variables to logarithms 
or by introducing a squared term. A squared term was intro­
duced into the equation since this involved lees computational 
expense and since there was little evidence of curvillnearlty 
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in the other partial regressions. 
The statistics for this regression are given on line 
five of the table. As the residuals of the previous regres­
sion suggested, the fit Is significantly improved by the 
addition of the squared term. 
It is noteworthy that the coefficient of lagged price 
was reduced over one-fourth by the addition of the squared 
term. As Cochran and Orcutt (15, p. 36) have pointed out 
the application of the incorrect functional form to serially 
correlated time series will introduce serial correlation into 
the residuals. In the section on statistical estimation con­
tained in this study it was pointed out that the presence of 
such correlation in the residuals would tend to bias the co­
efficient of the lagged endogenous variable toward signifi­
cance and further that it was possible that little evidence 
of serial correlation would remain in the residuals. These 
effects are aptly demonstrated by the two pork regressions. 
The d statistics of 1.74 obtained from regression three is 
non-signifieant and hence only mildly suggestive of serial 
correlation. The reduction in the coefficient of lagged 
price obtained by the Introduction of the quadratic term 
indicates that lagged price had "picked up" the serial corre­
lation resulting from the Incorrect functional form of the 
previous regression. 
When the residuals from beef equation 2 were plotted 
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against the quantity of beef there was little evidence of 
curvillnearlty. One important characteristic of the residuals 
was observable however. The four quarters from the second 
quarter of 1950 through the first quarter of 1951 had large 
positive deviations as did the four quarters of 1952. The 
three intervening quarters showed sizeable negative devia­
tions. Apparently the celling prices imposed by the OPS in 
May of 1951 held beef prices below the level indicated by 
beef and pork supplies. Prices remained at celling levels 
until 1952 and then fell below the celling as supplies in­
creased. Thus it appears that the last three quarters of 
1951 should be removed from the regression if unbiased esti­
mates of the demand relationship are to be obtained. Rather 
than recompute the sums of squares and cross-products with 
these observations deleted it was decided to include a vari­
able to represent the effects of the price ceilings. This 
variable, denoted by Cg in the table, is equal to consumption 
during the last three quarters of 1951 and Is zero in all 
other periods. Comparison of beef regressions four and six 
indicates that the regression is improved by taking into 
account the conditions existing in 1951. Not only is the 
correlation significantly improved when tested by the F test 
but the coefficients for pork quantity and income increased 
in value becoming more comparable with the statistics obtain­
ed In the pork regression. The coefficient for lagged price 
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decreased, indicating that it was biased by the non-inde-
pendence of the residuals Introduced by the price ceilings. 
Finally the evidence of serial correlation as measured by the 
d statistic is less in regression six than in the previous 
beef regressions. 
Regression equations five and six were recomputed re­
placing lagged prices with the respective lagged quantities. 
In an attempt to reduce the intercorrelation among the vari­
ables the change in consumption was used in the 
regression rather than lagged consumption (%t-l^ " The re~ 
suits of these regressions are given on lines seven and eight 
of Table 1. 
In neither equation is the coefficient for lagged quan­
tity greater than its standard error. In the pork equation 
lagged quantity enters with a negative sign while lagged 
quantity enters the beef equation with a positive sign. It 
is interesting to note that the evidence of serial correla­
tion In the residuals Is much greater in the pork equation 
containing lagged quantity than in the equation containing 
lagged price. This suggests that the significance of the 
coefficient of lagged price is at least partially due to auto­
correlation in the residuals. 
The dummy variables representing unexplained quarterly 
effects were constructed with the second quarter assigned a 
zero value. Thus Dj represents the deviation of the first 
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quarter from the second quarter, D3 the deviation of the third 
quarter from the second quarter, and D4 the deviation of the 
fourth quarter from the second quarter, where the constant 
term of the regression gives the Intercept value for the 
second quarter. 
The results indicate that there is a seasonal rise In the 
demand for pork during the fourth and first quarters relative 
to the second and third quarters, with the peak demand occur­
ring during the fourth quarter. The demand for choice beef 
appears to be greatest during the third and fourth quarters. 
Part of the increase in demand associated with the third quar­
ter is probably due to the smaller importance of choice beef 
relative to all beef during this quarter. 
The price flexibility*- and elasticity estimates as com­
puted from the various regression equations are summarized in 
Table 2. All computations were made at the mean where the 
means were as follows: pork quantity, 16.47; beef quantity, 
18.38; pork price, 51.73; beef price, 52.56; and income, 1413. 
In those equations which contain lagged price the long 
Iprice flexibility with respect to quantity Is defined 
as . S and price flexibility with respect to Income as 
From these definitions it follows that price elas­
ticity is the reciprocal of the price flexibility with respect 
to quantity and that Income elasticity is the product of price 
elasticity and price flexibility with respect to income. 
Table 2. Price flexibility and elasticity estimates obtained from consumer 
demand regressions 
Price flexibility Price Price flexibility Income 
Regression w.r.t. quantity elasticity w.r.t. Income elasticity 
number and Short Long Short Long Short Long Short Long 
commodity run run run run run run run run 
I Pork. 1.21 1.21 .82 
III Pork .95 1.67 1.05 
V Pork 1.11 1.60 .90 
VII Pork 1.28 1.38 .78 
II Beef 1.20 1.20 .83 
IV Beef .94 1.24 1.06 
VI Beef 1.25 1.44 .80 
VIII Beef 1.42 1.42 .70 
.82 .19 .19 .16 .16 
.60 .69 1.22 .73 .73 
.62 .72 1.04 .65 .65 
.73 .55 .55 .43 .40 
.83 .38 .38 .31 .31 
.80 .16 .21 .17 .17 
.68 .68 .78 .54 .54 
.71 .84 .84 .59 .59 
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run price flexibility is greater than the short run and hence, 
the price elasticity is less in the long run. Such results 
are contrary to most of the arguments presented on the time 
path of elasticity wherein it Is generally concluded that 
elasticity increases with time. However, the positive co­
efficient for lagged price and the corresponding greater price 
elasticity in the short run is consistent with inelastic price 
expectations. If consumers believe that a current price fall 
will be followed by a price rise they may tend to enlarge 
current consumption at the expense of future purchases. Ex­
pectations of this type are quite realistic in the case of 
pork which is subject to recurring seasonality of prices as 
well as recurring cyclical price movements. The results 
should be considered only suggestive since as has been pointed 
out, It is impossible to answer a prlorl the question: does 
the addition of lagged price to the equation improve the fit 
because of correlated errors in the residuals, or are corre­
lated errors in the residuals of equations which do not con­
tain lagged price caused by the presence of distributed lags? 
The equations containing lagged quantity present little 
evidence of a difference between the long and short run elas­
ticity. They yield estimates of price elasticity of about 
.75 for pork and about •70 for beef, and estimates of income 
elasticity of about .4 for pork and .6 for beef. The correla­
tion of time and income results in large standard errors for 
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these estimates. In fact the estimate for pork does not dif­
fer significantly from zero. 
Estimates of price and Income elasticities obtained in 
several studies utilizing yearly data are shown In Table 3. 
An attempt was made to choose estimates obtained by different 
methods and from data for different time periods, mostly pre­
war, but no attempt was made to Include a wide range of esti­
mates. Perhaps, therefore, the consistency of the estimates 
of price elasticity is somewhat surprising. 
The estimates of elasticity obtained in this study are 
not strictly comparable with those of Table 3 since the linear 
form was used in this study and hence the derived elasticity 
is not constant throughout the range of price and quantity. 
The estimates of long run price elasticity obtained in this 
study are generally more inelastic than those presented in 
the table, with the exception of the Makl estimate of the 
price elasticity for pork. The use of quantity as the de­
pendent variable and prices as independent variables tends to 
produce estimates which are more inelastic than the procedure 
employed in this study. It is, however, interesting to note 
the similarity between the Makl estimate and the estimate of 
long run elasticity obtained in equation five of this study. 
Table 3. Estimates of price and Income elasticities obtained In selected studies 
Pork Beef 
Price Income Price Income 
Form of Period elas- elas- elas-» elas-
Source data Method studied tloity tioity tlcity ticity 






1922-41 0 .86 0 .77 0. 94 0. 83 
Working (lOl) Logarithms Least squares 
price 
dependent 
1922-41 0 .94 1. 10 » — 
Nordln, Judge 














0 .98 0 .86 0. 87 0. 59 








0 .61 0 .74 0. 94 0. 63 
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Retail Margin 
The retail margin was regressed on the change in whole­
sale prices, wage rates in food retailing, the wholesale 
price, the lagged margin and quarter dummies. Results are 
presented in Table 4. The coefficient for the wholesale price 
of pork was negative and small (less than its standard error) 
and its deletion did not change either the other coefficients 
or the R^ noticeably. Therefore it is not included in the 
equation shown in Table 4. The coefficient for the beef 
wholesale price contributed significantly to the beef margin 
regression however, indicating some tendency toward a per­
centage markup in beef. 
In both equations the change in the own wholesale price 
exerts a significant negative effect upon the margin. Thus 
there appears to be a definite delay by retailers before 
changing retail prices in response to changes in wholesale 
prices. 
The change in the wholesale price of the competing com­
modity tended to exert a positive influence un margins. Appar­
ently the change in wholesale price of one meat affects the 
retail price of both. 
The coefficient for lagged margin was positive in both 
equations, though non-significant in the case of pork, sug­
gesting that there is some lag in margin adjustment. 
The coefficient for wages was positive in both equations. 
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Table 4. Selected statistics from regression estimates of retail margin < 
Regression coefficients and their stanc 
Dependent 
variable AiVt Dl d3 d4 Wages 
I 
P 
MRt .078 -.157* .184 .559 .770 4.335* 
(.046) (.042) (.32) (.29) (.46) (1.92) 
II 
B 
MRt -.217** .129** -.428 -•324 .641 10.150** 
(.057) (.050) (.38) (.35) (.57) (2.42) 
III 
B 
%t -.282** .149** -.119 .209 .708 7.492** 
(.046) (.039) (.30) (.29) (.43) (1.93) 
**Significantly different from zero at the 1 per cent level. 
•^Significantly different from zero at the 5 per cent level. 
aNon-significant test for positive autocorrelation of residuals at [ 
)f retail margin equations 
ss and their standard errors 




*wt w Constant term R2 d 
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-4.8? .811 1.902* 
it level. 
it level. 
of residuals at 5 per cent level. 
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However, it is probable that time or income would have served 
almost as well to indicate a widening of retail margins over 
time. It is Impossible to separate the price and quantity 
components of the margin. Generally speaking, more services 
such as wrapping and displaying are now performed by retailers 
and this increase in services is confounded with increasing 
wages and increasing efficiency In retailing. 
When the residuals of the beef margin equation were 
plotted against the change in the wholesale price of beef it 
was evident that the slope of the regression was different for 
the third and fourth quarters as opposed to the first and 
second quarters. Therefore the following variable was added 
to the equation: 
The statistics for this regression are given on line three of 
•222 » -.060 for the first and second quarter and -.282 -
•222 = -.504 for the third and fourth quarters. Retailers 
apparently absorb about one-half of the wholesale price change 
in choice beef during the third and fourth quarters and only 
six per cent of the change during the first and second quar­
ters. 
One possible explanation of this difference lies in the 
First and second quarter 
g 
= "A pWt Third and fourth quarter 
6 
the table. Thus the coefficient for A becomes -.282 + 
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relative importance of choice beef as a proportion of total 
meat. During the third quarter large quantities of grass fed 
cattle which grade below choice are marketed. The proportion 
of choice beef to all beef then increases from the third to 
the fourth quarter, but pork supplies reach their seasonal 
peak during the fourth quarter. During these periods when 
choice beef is of less relative importance there is less 
pressure on retail prices to follow wholesale prices. Changes 
in retail prices of choice beef will be influenced more by 
changes in prices of competing meats than by changes in the 
wholesale price of choice beef. 
Ignoring variables except the own price it is possible 
to rewrite the equations of Table 4 as follows: 
Thus, when the retail price is expressed as a function of the 
current wholesale prices and lagged prices, the lags both in 
retail price and wholesale price appear to be important in 
beef while only the lagged value of the retail price appears 
important in the pork equation. 
The Durbin-Watson statistics were non-significant for 
pRt 3 *84 PWt * ,01 PWt-l + -17 PRt-l 
pRt * 1,02 PWt " '27 PWt-l + e33 pRt-l First and 
second 
quarters 




all equations giving no reason to reject the hypothesis of 
Independent residuals. 
None of the quarter dummies exceeded twice their standard 
errors. However It appears other things being equal that the 
pork margin tends to be greater during the third and fourth 
quarters relative to the first and second quarters. The 
quarter dummies in the beef equation suggest that the other 
variables Included do not effectively explain the level of 
the margin in the fourth quarter. 
Storage Stocks 
Regression equations one and four in Table 5 express the 
change In stocks during the current quarter as a function of 
the changes in production of beef and pork from last period 
to this period, beginning stocks, and quarter dummies. The 
change In production of both beef and pork exerts a signifi­
cant effect upon beef stocks while the change In beef produc­
tion has little apparent effect upon the change in pork 
stocks. When the residuals from the beef storage regression 
were plotted against A there was evidence that the slope 
of the regression for the fourth quarter differed from that 
in other quarters. Therefore the following variable was 
constructed and added to the regression: 
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Table 5» Selected statistics from regression estimates of storage equations 
Dependent 
























































**Significantly different from zero at the 1 per cent level. 
•«•Significantly different from zero at the 5 per cent level. 
^Inconclusive test for positive serial correlation at 5 per cent level. 
^Non-significant test for positive serial correlation at 5 per cent level. 
^Significant test for positive serial correlation at 1 per cent level. 
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its and their standard errors 
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j ^ A 3  F i r s t ,  s e c o n d  a n d  t h i r d  q u a r t e r s  
g 
= -3 AO^ Fourth quarter 
This regression is numbered two in the table. Ignoring the 
other variables, regression two yields the following estimate 
B B B 
for the regression coefficients of AQp-fcî = .093A 
for the first, second and third quarters, arid As® = .245 AQp% 
for the fourth quarter. 
A priori it was expected that while beginning stocks 
would be positively correlated with ending stocks the coeffi­
cient would be less than one. Thus the regression coeffi­
cients obtained with the change in stocks as the dependent 
variable were expected to be negative. The results of beef 
regression agree with this reasoning, the coefficient for 
beginning stocks being -0.23, but for pork the coefficient was 
near zero. Either beginning stocks of pork exert no influence 
on the change in stocks, or this simple model produces a bias 
in the coefficient for lagged stocks. The presence of sig­
nificant serial correlation in the residuals supports the 
latter hypothesis. 
Regression equations three and five represent the ex-
pectatlonal model discussed earlier. Thus the pork equation 
is: 
st = ( 2 — — {3 — ( 1 - °*- ) ( 1 — {3 ) s-t—2 
B P 
— p b0 ( 1 — ) A — yS7 bj( 1 — ®< ) Qp-ç •*y?b^ Y A F 
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where j3 represents the technological rate of adjustment In 
stocks, °< represents the rate of adjustment In expectations, 
and the b's represent the influence of the expected change in 
quantity on equilibrium stocks. The farrowing variable, A F, 
included in the pork equation, is the difference between the 
fall pig crop and the spring pig crop (in millions of pigs) 
measured from its mean value. It enters the regression dur­
ing the period of accumulation, the fourth and first quarters. 
Stocks lagged two periods and the farrowing variable both 
significantly improved the fit of the pork equation. The F 
value for the reduction due to the addition of these two 
variables is 11.6 which is highly significant for 2 and 29 
degrees of freedom. Also the "d" statistic for this regres­
sion falls in the non-significant range. 
The residuals of this regression indicated that the slope 
of the partial regression of stocks on production change dif­
fered between the second quarter and the remaining quarters. 
Therefore the variable 
= AQpt First, third and fourth quarters 
was added to the regression. As the results given on line 
six of the table indicate, the fit is significantly improved 
by the addition of the slope dummy. The difference in slope 
associated with the second quarter is probably due to the 
Second quarter 
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fact that this is primarily a holding period for stocks. 
Although stocks are generally decreased moderately during 
this time the major portion of the stock liquidation occurs 
during the third quarter when prices are at their seasonal 
high. Therefore a greater decrease in production is required 
to move stocks during the second quarter which is generally 
followed by increasing prices than during the third quarter 
which is followed by decreasing prices. 
The F value for the reduction in the sum of squares due 
B to the addition of s^g to the beef equation is 4.22 which is 
Just beyond the 5 per cent point of F for one and 29 degrees 
of freedom. The addition of the variable resulted in less 
evidence of serial correlation, the Durbin-Watson d being in 
the non-significant range rather than in the inconclusive 
range. 
The addition of stocks lagged two periods to the equa­
tions improves the predictive ability of the equations, but 
as before the interpretation of the coefficients is difficult. 
As has been shown s^_g will enter the equation under either 
the expectation assumptions or the assumption of correlated 
residuals. 
Equations three and six will each yield two sets of esti­
mates for the o< and Ç3 of the original system, since the 
coefficients of s%_2 end s%_g form identical quadratics in°<. 
and (3 • Estimates of o< and Z? obtained from the coefficients 
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p p 
of 8t_i and s-fc-g ln the pork equation are In fact compound 
imaginary numbers. However the Imaginary portion of the num­
bers is small and very minor changes In the coefficients of 
either s^-i or 8%_g would yield estimates of «K and (3 in the 
neighborhood of 0.5. The quadratic associated with the beef 
equation is almost a perfect square and also yields estimates 
of and of about 0.5. If the original model and the 
assumption of independent errors is accepted the two equations 
yield an estimate of the coefficient of expectation in the 
expectatlonal equations of approximately .5 and an estimate 
of the rate of adjustment of about .5 for both beef and pork. 
In addition to the regressions shown in the table, re­
gression five was computed with time as an added variable. 
The coefficient for time was less than its standard error and 
its inclusion did not change any of the other coefficients 
significantly. 
Equations one and four were also fitted with the begin­
ning stocks of the competing commodity as an additional vari­
able. The coefficient was positive in both instances but did 
not add significantly to either equation. It might be that 
stocks of the competing commodity should enter with a positive 
sign during periods of depletion (since the pressure to 
liquidate (say) pork stocks may result in beef stocks being 
held longer) and with a negative sign during periods of accu­
mulation (since large stocks of the competing commodity will 
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tend to lower the expected price rise). However a variable 
of this type was not tried in the regression. 
The coefficients for the dummy variables in the pork 
equation indicate that there is an accumulation during the 
first quarter and a depletion during the third quarter which 
is not explained by variation in the other variables. Only 
the first quarter dummy differs significantly from zero. Most 
of the stock accumulation occurs during the first part of the 
first quarter and, in fact, stocks may decrease during March. 
Hence the change in production from the fourth to the first 
quarter does not fully reflect the change within the quarter 
which may explain the significance of the first quarter dummy. 
The second quarter value has been assigned the arbitrary zero 
value and the values in the table are deviations from the 
second quarter rather than from the yearly average. The co­
efficient for the fourth quarter is positive but the correla-
p 
tion with Opt results in a large standard error for the co­
efficient. 
Only the fourth quarter dummy is consistently sizeable 
for beef indicating an accumulation not explained by the 
B 
other variables. If s%_g is not included in the regression 
the first quarter dummy also differs significantly from zero. 
In interpreting the multiple correlation coefficients 
of the table it should be remembered that a large portion of 
the variation in the change in stocks can be explained by 
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quarter dummy variables alone. For beef the dummy variables 
alone explain about 81 per cent of the variation and the other 
variables explain about two-thirds of the remaining variation 
while for pork the dummy variables explain about 75 per cent 
of the total variation and the other variables explain about 
90 per cent of the remaining variation. On the other hand 
replacing the change in stocks by ending stocks as the regres-
sand would increase the values. 
Farm to Wholesale Margin 
Lines one and two of Table 6 present the statistics ob­
tained by regressing the wholesale margin on the change in 
farm marketings of beef and pork, the wholesale price, and 
margin lagged one period. In the case of beef an additional 
variable has been included to represent the per cent of all 
beef which is choice beef. This variable, denoted by Oh In 
the table, is constructed by subtracting cows and stags as a 
per cent of all federally inspected slaughter from the per 
cent of steers grading prime or choice at the three largest 
markets (Chicago, Omaha, and Sioux City). In these regres­
sions all variables were first adjusted by the quarter means. 
That is, the means of each series were computed by quarters 
and these means subtracted from the respective quarter values. 
This procedure yields results equivalent to the Inclusion of 
dummy variables in the regression. Values for the quarter 
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Table 6. Selected statistics from regression estimates of wholesale margin equations 
Regression coefficients and their standar 
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**Significantly different from zero at the 1 per cent level. 
•^Significantly different from zero at the 5 per cent level. 
^on-significant test for autocorrelation in the residuals at the 5 per cent level. 
^Inconclusive test for autocorrelation in the residuals at the 5 per cent level. 
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dummies have been computed using the quarter means but stan­
dard errors for these estimates have not been computed. 
The variable used to represent the proportion of choice 
cattle in all marketings appears to be the most important 
explanatory variable in the beef regression. This variable 
indicates that as the per cent of choice cattle increases the 
margin Increases. Apparently the wholesale margin tends to 
be highest on the type of cattle in greatest relative supply. 
The change in farm production of pork exerts a positive 
and significant effect upon the pork wholesale margin, but 
the coefficient for the change in beef production obtained in 
the beef regression, although positive, is only approximately 
equal to its standard error. 
In neither regression does the change in the supply of 
the competing meat show a significant effect upon the margin, 
and in the pork equation the negative sign on A Opt ls oppo­
site to that expected a priori. Regressions three and four 
were obtained by deleting the change in supply of the compet­
ing commodity from the regression. It is easily seen that 
both the coefficients of the remaining variables and the mul­
tiple correlation are altered little by the deletion. 
The coefficients for the wholesale price are negative in 
both equations suggesting that changes in farm prices exceed 
slightly changes in wholesale prices. However neither of the 
coefficients exceeds twice its standard error. 
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The margin lagged one period Is an Important explanatory 
variable, the coefficients being positive and significantly 
different from zero In both equations. In particular the 
pork regression suggests that there Is a considerable lag In 
margin adjustment. 
In addition to the results presented In the table, equa­
tions similar to one and two containing as an additional vari­
able the wages in meat processing industries were fitted. In 
neither case did the addition of wages significantly Improve 
the fit. Further the coefficient for wages was positive in 
the pork equation and negative in the beef equation. 
Regressions five and six represent the empirical applica­
tion of the expectatlonal model discussed in the theory sec­
tion. Apparently this model is not a correct representation 
of margin behavior. The fit of the regressions is little 
better than that obtained by the simpler models. Further the 
signs of some of the coefficients do not agree with the re­
strictions imposed by the model. The lagged production change 
should enter with sign opposite that of the current production 
change while margin lagged two periods should enter with sign 
opposite that of margin lagged one period. Thus, the coeffi­
cient for margin lagged two periods in the pork equation and 
production change lagged one period in the beef equation 
possess signs opposite the a priori restrictions. 
Price changes of an individual meat at the wholesale 
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level may be Induced either by an Increase In the supply at 
wholesale of this meat or by a shift In the price quantity 
relationship (a shift in demand). These shifts may arise 
from such sources as changes in prices of competing goods or 
changes in disposable income. Changes in wholesale prices 
arising in this manner can be called changes from outside. 
In an attempt to discover if there is a lag in the adjustment 
of farm prices to wholesale price changes from outside, the 
change in wholesale price was added to regressions three and 
four. The coefficient for the change in the wholesale price 
of beef is positive and significant indicating a lag before 
price changes from above are reflected in farm prices. How­
ever, the coefficient for the change in the wholesale price 
of pork is negative and less than its standard error. Appar­
ently the wider fluctuations In pork production mean that most 
price changes are associated with changing supplies and/or 
the farm price of pork adjusts more rapidly than the farm 
price of beef to changes in demand. 
It is possible to write beef equation eight and pork 
equation four in terms of prices as follows: 
Ppt - *92 — .19 + .28 -Ppt—1 *00115 
Fpt = 1.03 Pyt - .46 P^t-1 + *46 Ppt-1 - • 00089 £Qpt 
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The Completed Model 
A set of estimates for the eight equations of the model 
have been summarized in Table 7. The eight variables listed 
in the left part of the table are considered endogenous to 
the system. The remaining variables are lagged values of the 
endogenous variables and those treated as exogenous to the 
system. All equations have been normalized on one of the 
endogenous variables. Note that except for one coefficient 
the model as illustrated here satisfies the conditions re­
quired of a recursive system. 
If in a recursive system the errors are Independent 
among equations and independent of the endogenous variables, 
the theorems of Wold (99) apply and least squares yields un­
biased estimates of the coefficients. 
It is doubtful if these conditions are fully met in the 
model under consideration. For example, the variables influ­
encing the wholesale margin but not included in that equation 
may also enter the storage equation and perhaps the retail 
margin equation as well. 
Table 7 aids in evaluating the possible presence of 
least squares bias in the estimates. The storage equation 
contains only predetermined variables. Hence the coefficients 
of these variables should be unbiased. The high correlations 
obtained In the consumer demand regressions and the relatively 
large portion of the variation In storage explained by pre-
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Table 7 • Estimated coefficients for the model of. the beef and pork economy 
Endogenous variables 
•Ï •5 4t 
pB pP 
Wt Wt < St-l QFt-l B gP St-1 St-1 
I -1 .14** .05* — .lit** -.05* «96** 
II -1 -.09 . 2I4-X-* .09 -.24** 1.05*% 
III +3.58*** +.78* -1 -3.58** -.78* -3.58** -.78* N N N N N N 
17 +1.03** +3»U9**
b 
-1 -1.03** • -3.,U9**
b 
-1.03**-3.49** 
N N N N N N 
7 1.72** -Ie -.26** 
71 1.19** -.10 —1 
711 .92*d -.00115* ,00115* 
Till 1.03d -.00089** .00089** 
**Original coefficient differed significantly from zero at the 1 per cent level. 
•«Original coefficient differed significantly from zero at the 5 per cent level. 
aN denotes civilian population. 
Çr, + sp - s^ 2 
%The equation also contains the squared term: 0.22 (— - 16.5) 
^Coefficients are those obtained for the third and fourth quarters. 
^The wholesale price in this instance is expressed on a liveweight basis where 100 pounds liveweig 
equals 71 pounds car cas 3 weight for beef. Further the wholesale price in these equations includes a by-
Predetermined variables 
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is where 100 pounds liveweight equals 59 pounds carcass weight for pork and 100 pounds liveweight 
ese equations includes a by-product allowance. 
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determined variables leads one to expect little bias in the 
coefficients of the demand equations. 
On the other hand the poorer correlation of the retail 
margin regressions and the inclusion of current wholesale 
prices among the explanatory variables of these regressions 
suggests that some bias may be present in these equations. 
Likewise the wholesale margin equations had relatively low 
multiple correlation coefficients and the current wholesale 
price was included as an explanatory variable. 
Ex Post Predictions 
At the completion of the study data for two additional 
quarters, the fourth quarter of 1958 and the first quarter 
of 1959, were available. The predicted and the observed 
values of the dependent variables for these two quarters are 
compared in Table 8. The estimated standard deviation^ is 
included in the table to aid the comparison. 
The consumer demand equations predicted the retail price 
well, the differences between the observed and the estimated 
"4?he standard deviation is the sum of squared residuals 
divided by the degrees of freedom and should not be confused 
with the standard error of estimate. The standard error of 
estimate is given by the product of the standard deviation 
and the quantity vl+l/n + ^  cMx? + 2 X. c1 .x.x. where 
1 KJ J J 
the Cj« are the elements of the Inverse of the XX1 matrix and 
the x% are deviations of the explanatory variables from their 
respective means. 
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Table 8. Estimated and observed values of endogenous 



































































































values falling easily in the range suggested by the deviations 
from regression. 
Changes in beef storage were satisfactorily predicted, 
but the pork equation underestimated the changes in pork 
storage by sizeable amounts. Portions of the data contained 
in the pork equation fell outside the range observed during 
the sample period. In particular, the difference between the 
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spring and fall farrowlngs, A F, was far outside the range 
of the sample. During the period studied the difference 
ranged from 14.8 to 22.0 million head with a mean of 19.0 
million head. In 1958 the difference was 10.0 million head, 
a deviation from the sample mean almost twice as large as any 
observed during the sample period. The observations of the 
table suggest that either the coefficient for A F was over­
estimated from the sample data or that the coefficient is 
non-linear. 
The retail margins are predicted moderately well for 
the two quarters although both the beef and pork margins were 
above levels observed for the respective quarters during the 
sample period. Combining the fact that the beef equation 
underestimated the margin by about one dollar for both quar­
ters with the fact that the previous two quarters were also 
underestimated by lesser amounts suggests that a structural 
change may have taken place In retail margin behavior. 
The pork wholesale margin is predicted well, but the 
beef wholesale margin for the fourth quarter of 1958 was con­
siderably overestimated. This overestimation may be traced 
to a large deviation In cow slaughter. During the sample 
period cow slaughter varied between 46.5 and 35.7 per cent of 
the fourth quarter slaughter while cows were only 27.1 per 
cent of the total slaughter of this quarter In 1958. The 
portion of total beef grading choice was represented in the 
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estimating equation by the difference between cows as a per 
cent of total slaughter and the per cent of steers grading 
prime or choice at three major markets. The 1958 observation 
indicates that this variable overestimates the increase in 
margin flowing from decreases in cow slaughter. 
In summary, the consumer demand, the beef storage, pork 
retail margin and pork wholesale margin equations performed 
well when used to make Post predictions for the two quar­
ters following the sample period. In two cases, pork storage 
and beef wholesale margin, explanatory variables fell outside 
the range observed during the sample period and the predic­
tions were less satisfactory. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Equations were designed and estimated statistically from 
post war quarterly data in an attempt to explain the behavior 
of consumer demand, retail margins, wholesale margins and cold 
storage stocks for beef and pork. Lags were included In the 
equations to obtain information on the nature of time reac­
tions at the various levels of the marketing channel. 
In general lags were important at all levels of the pork 
and beef economy except for consumer demand In which case the 
evidence was inconclusive. The inclusion of the lagged de­
pendent variable significantly improved the predictive ability 
of most of the equations. Caution is necessary, however, in 
Interpreting the regression coefficients of these variables 
as structural coefficients since the presence of autocorrela­
tion in the errors may seriously bias the coefficients. Tests 
for autocorrelation performed upon the residuals generally 
yielded non-significant test values. Unfortunately these 
tests are not precise when lagged endogenous variables are 
Included among the explanatory variables and there is reason 
to believe that the tests are biased toward non-significance. 
Only a moderate proportion of the total variation In 
wholesale and retail margins was explained by the regres­
sions. In the neighborhood of 60 per cent of the variation 
other than seasonal variation was explained by the regressions 
and in all cases at least one variable other than the lagged 
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endogenous variable was significantly different from zero. 
Results of the study are summarized by marketing level 
below: 
1. Consumer demand - Regression equations employing 
current price as the dependent variable and including the 
respective price lagged one period among the explanatory 
variables yielded an estimate of the short run price elas­
ticity of demand (at the mean) of 0.90 for pork and 0.80 for 
beef. The corresponding long run elasticities were 0.62 for 
pork and 0.68 for beef. There was, however, some evidence 
of positive autocorrelation in the residuals of these equa­
tions and If in fact the error term is auto-correlated the 
elasticities given above are biased. Further the substitu­
tion of lagged quantity for lagged price in the estimating 
equations yielded estimates of the long run elasticity which 
differed little from the short run elasticity. The elas­
ticity estimates in the latter case were about 0.75 for pork 
and 0.70 for beef. Thus there is neither clear evidence for 
accepting nor rejecting the hypothesis of differing elas­
ticities for a quarter relative to longer periods. 
An increase of one per cent in the quantity of pork con­
sumed resulted in an estimated decrease in the price of beef 
of 0.25 per cent at the means. Correspondingly an increase 
of one per cent in the consumption of beef resulted in a 0.39 
per cent decrease in the price of pork at the mean. 
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Estimates of income elasticities in the neighborhood of 
one-half were obtained for both beef and pork. The high cor­
relation between time and Income resulted in large standard 
errors for these estimates, however. The results of this 
study agree with most studies of the demand for beef and pork 
in that a definite downward trend in the demand for pork and 
a less pronounced upward trend in the demand for beef is ob­
served. Other things being equal there was an estimated de­
crease In the retail price of pork of about 30 cents per 100 
pounds per quarter. There was an estimated upward trend in 
the retail price of beef of 14 cents per 100 pounds per quar­
ter. 
Significant seasonal variation was observed for both beef 
and pork demand. Pork demand is lowest during the second and 
third quarter. Demand during the first quarter is higher by 
some four to six dollars retail price (per hundred weight). 
That is, during the first quarter a given quantity will move 
into consumption at a retail pride four to six dollars above 
the price resulting if the same quantity was consumed during 
the second quarter. Likewise demand during the fourth quarter 
exceeds the second and third quarter by seven to ten dollars 
retail price. The estimated shifts in demand differ depending 
upon the type of lags Included In the equation. During the 
third and fourth quarters the demand for beef is about four 
dollars retail price above the first and second quarter level. 
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2. Retail margin - The retail margin equation for pork 
Indicated that for a dollar decrease in the wholesale price 
of pork the retail margins widened by 16 cents. For beef a 
decrease of one dollar resulted In an estimated Increase in 
the margin of 50 cents during the third and fourth quarters 
and a six cent increase during the first and second quarters. 
An increase in the beef wholesale price resulted in an esti­
mated increase of eight cents in the pork retail margin while 
an Increase in the pork wholesale price resulted in an esti­
mated increase of 15 cents in the beef retail margin. 
The coefficient for lagged margin in the pork equation 
was 0.17 but non-significant. The coefficient seems to in­
dicate that there is a lag only In the response of the retail 
price of pork to changes in wholesale price. On the other 
hand the coefficient for lagged margin in the beef equation 
was 0.33 (standard error 0.11) suggesting a lag in margin ad­
justment as well as in price adjustment. 
Most seasonal effects were non-significant but the re­
sults indicated a tendency, other things being equal, for the 
pork margin to be highest during the third and fourth quar­
ters . The beef margin tended to be higher during the fourth 
quarter with the level of the margin differing little for the 
remaining three quarters. 
3. Storage - The storage equation for pork indicates 
that about 31 per cent of the quarterly change in farm produc­
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tion is absorbed by changes in stocks during the first, third, 
and fourth quarters and about ten per cent during the second 
quarter. In the case of beef, stocks absorb approximately 
nine per cent of the production change for the first, second, 
and third quarters and about 25 per cent for the fourth quar­
ter. During the period of stock accumulation the difference 
between spring and fall farrowlngs exerted a significant 
effect upon the accumulation of pork. 
The construction of an expectatlonal model for stocks 
Introduced as explanatory variables stocks lagged two periods 
as well as stocks lagged one period. Stocks lagged two 
periods Improved the fit of the equations and hence their 
predictive ability, but caution is necessary in interpreting 
the results. The results suggest that the coefficient of 
physical adjustment In stocks and the coefficient of adjust­
ment for expectations are both near one-half. 
The variables described above did not fully account for 
the seasonality of storage. Pork stocks, in the average, in­
creased some 190 million pounds during the first quarter and 
decreased 50 million pounds during the third quarter which 
was not explained by the included variables. Likewise, an 
accumulation of about 50 million pounds of beef during the 
fourth quarter was observed which was not explained by the 
Included variables. 
4. Wholesale margin - The results indicate that margins 
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widen as the farm production of the respective commodity in­
creases; the pork margin (per 100 pounds live weight) widened 
an estimated 90 cents for each billion pounds increase in 
farm production while the estimated increase in the beef 
margin was about #1.15 per billion pounds increase in farm 
production. 
A one dollar decrease in the wholesale price of beef 
(per 100 pounds live weight equivalent) resulted in a nine 
cent decrease in the beef margin. On the other hand, the co­
efficient for the change in the wholesale price of pork obtain­
ed in the pork margin regression was near zero. Thus the 
effect of the change in beef production on the beef margin 
should not be interpreted independent of the effect of the 
wholesale price change. 
The wholesale margin on choice beef (the prices and mar­
gins of choice beef were used throughout the study) increased 
as the proportion of choice beef in farm marketings increased. 
The respective margin lagged one period entered the beef equa­
tion with a coefficient of 0.28 and the pork equation with a 
coefficient of 0.46, indicating a lag in margin adjustment, 
particularly in pork. 
Other things being equal the beef margin is seasonably 
highest during the first and fourth quarters and lowest dur­
ing the second quarter. Similarly pork margins (other things 
equal) are highest during the third quarter and lowest during 
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the fourth quarter. Since, however, a large increase in pork 
marketings occurs during the fourth quarter the observed mar­
gins are highest at that time. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The results of this study indicate that lag models are 
useful in explaining the behavior of the livestock marketing 
system and suggest that similar procedures might be applied 
to other products. 
Of the possible approaches available for obtaining addi­
tional information on the beef and pork economy it is suggest­
ed that the analysis of behavior for periods less than a quar­
ter would be useful. In particular the week appears to be an 
important planning period for both packers and retailers. 
Also additional studies attempting to isolate the manner in 
r 
'which packers formulate expectations, and Investigating the 
pricing policies of packers and retailers would prove very 
useful to those attempting statistical analysis of this sec­
tor. 
At several points in this study the difficulty in inter­
preting structurally the least squares estimates obtained 
from equations of the Koyck-Nerlove type has been mentioned. 
The difficulty arises from the possible presence of autocor­
relation in the error term and the resulting bias in the 
coefficients, and from the absence of an adequate test for 
the autocorrelation properties of the errors. This leads to 
a particularly unfortunate impasse since the presence of dif­
fering long and short run elasticities has quite different 
policy Implications than does the presence of autocorrelation 
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In the errors. This brief discussion emphasizes the impor­
tance of further study of the estimation of this type of 
equation. 
The following approach is suggested as a possible method 
of investigating the estimate of long run elasticity obtained 
from a Koyck type model. Given that the parameters of the 
original model 
oo 1 
(1) yt = a 5Z X xt , 
i=o t_1 
were estimated by a least squares fit of 
(2) yt = axt + Xyt„! 
it is then possible to estimate a second equation such as 
(3) yt = a'xt + a"zt 
n -, ^ 
where z% = 2Z X *t-i> * 18 *he estimate of A obtained 
1=1 
from (2) and n Is chosen to give the desired accuracy In z%. 
Comparison of the statistics obtained from equation (2) and 
(3) furnishes information on the influence of autocorrelation 
on the original estimates and on the validity of the assump­
tions of (l). 
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Table 9a. Major series used in analysis - prices* (not 
deflated) 
B gb nC g p pb pC p 
pRt pWt pWt pFt pRt pWt pWt pFt 
1949--1 51 .84 38.90 25.83 23 .63 55 .40 46 .27 25 .58 21.26 
2 54 .00 42.12 27.62 24 .93 56 .25 45 .84 24 .84 19.97 
3 56 .48 44.62 29.17 25 .89 58 .64 49 .40 26 .68 21.72 
4 56 .67 45.59 29.68 27 .78 52 .14 39 .97 21 .84 16.80 
1950-1 54 .56 43.13 28.03 27 .18 49 .57 38 .83 21 .08 16.89 
2 58 .96 46.85 30.46 28 .41 53 .20 42 .13 22 .95 18.83 
3 63 .92 49.37 32.61 29 .79 61 .08 50 .64 27 .94 23.51 
4 63 .68 50.48 33.53 30 .70 55 .63 42 .77 24 .15 19.15 
1951--1 69 .60 55.22 36.87 35 .01 58 .60 46 .69 26 .75 22.23 
2 70 .64 56.96 37.77 35 .57 58 .89 46 .23 26 .34 21.97 
3 70 .88 57.28 37.83 35 .27 60 .21 47 .87 26 .86 22.28 
4 71 .12 58.06 37.88 35 .12 57 .92 43 .31 24 .48 19.32 
1952-1 70 .48 56.20 36.01 33 .78 54 .76 40 .91 22 .65 17.93 
2 69 .84 55.09 35.20 33 .15 55 .80 44 .81 24 .20 19.83 
3 68 .96 55.20 35.33 32 .30 61 .01 49 .71 26 . 55 21.72 
4 67 .76 52.22 33.29 30 .53 57 .28 42 .96 22 .95 17.95 
1953--1 56 .96 42.09 27.09 24 .42 57 .10 46 .34 24 .62 20.04 
2 53 .28 38.41 24.86 21 .87 63 .92 53 .08 28 .26 24.10 
3 55 .44 42.24 27.14 23 .92 69 .14 56 .11 30 .46 25.37 
4 55 .44 41.45 26.66 23 .81 62 .87 49 .03 27 .39 22.45 
1954--1 54 .56 39.74 25.55 23 .30 67 .68 55 .56 30 .91 26.18 
2 54 .48 40.18 25.93 23 .49 68 .51 56 .13 31 .34 26.75 
3 54 .48 41.28 26.46 23 .41 63 .79 49 .72 27 .64 22.14 
4 55 .68 42.93 27.31 24 .60 58 .22 43 .44 24 .17 18.84 
1955--1 55 .76 42.49 27.02 25 .13 55 .20 41 .23 22 .37 17.18 
2 54 .24 39.65 25.31 23 .02 55 .52 43 .86 23 .39 18.60 
3 53 .92 39.63 25.39 22 .33 57 .17 43 .42 23 .04 16.94 
4 52 .88 37.07 23,87 20 .90 51 .32 35 .71 19 .52 12.93 
^Sources: (95), (84), (9l). 
^Wholesale price per 100 pounds of major cuts. 
cWholesale price per 100 pounds liveweight, including 
by-product allowance. 
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Table 9a. (Continued) 
4 pB *Wt 3
b 
vt 'It Rt Wt *Wt Ft 
1956-1 49 .68 35 .62 22 .85 19.47 47 .18 34 .19 18 .74 12 .82 
2 50 .05 35 .24 22 .79 20.30 51 .62 39 .13 21 .31 16 .42 
3 54 .80 42 .73 27 .3 5 23.76 54 .92 41 .09 22 .22 16 .77 
4 56 .69 40 .24 25 .80 22.67 54 .11 38 .66 21 .49 16 .12 
1957 -1 53 .12 36 .40 23 .40 20.84 56 .57 42 .70 23 .45 17 .76 
2 55 .76 39 .65 25 .54 22.85 59 .21 45 .20 24 .35 19 .09 
3 58 .56 42 .62 27 .45 24.30 65 .16 49 .16 26 .49 20 .77 
4 58 .48 41 .83 26 .74 24.27 58 .92 43 .56 23 .73 18 .08 
1958-1 63 .04 46 .37 29 .53 27.09 62 .85 48 .66 26 .19 20 .59 
2 66 .24 47 .43 30 .38 28.46 66 .04 51 .90 28 .11 22 .65 
3 65 .04 45 .16 28 .99 26.39 67 .24 51 .28 27 .74 21 .85 
4 64 .80 45 .20 29 .01 26.81 61 .99 45 .47 24 .74 18 .97 
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Table 9b. Major series used In analysis - quantities® 
<$t Q?t -5 B st Qst Qat 
1949-1 2353 2270 586 127 17.59 16.03 
2 1934 2233 420 74 15.74 15.90 
3 1826 2399 205 63 14.85 16.69 
4 2762 2240 474 121 19.50 15.32 
1950-1 2471 2231 549 100 18.27 15.69 
2 2136 2221 469 60 16.31 15.64 
3 1917 2415 241 81 15.08 16.30 
4 2873 2381 499 147 19.60 15.89 
1951-1 2642 2188 648 131 18.09 14.61 
2 2409 1965 572 90 17.12 13.26 
3 2154 2140 326 95 16.42 14.41 
4 2985 2256 549 218 20.12 13.72 
1952-1 2999 2216 822 256 19.24 14.43 
2 2302 2143 685 190 16.82 14.72 
3 2010 2420 291 172 16.23 16.51 
4 3010 2558 489 262 20.12 16.56 
1953-1 2597 2706 569 235 17.65 17.94 
2 1977 2949 414 177 14.72 19.17 
3 1843 3126 201 147 13.86 20.36 
4 2554 3274 327 249 17.17 20.10 
1954-1 2235 3065 418 173 14.95 20.03 
2 1926 3061 347 115 13.59 19.75 
3 1994 3256 215 110 13.95 20.55 
4 2777 3219 449 188 17.48 19.68 
1955-1 2615 3081 544 142 17.16 19.53 
2 2118 3232 376 106 15.03 20.30 
3 2128 3478 179 110 14.99 21.55 
4 3166 3422 421 205 19.55 20.59 
aSource: (93). 
















Qpt 4rt 8i s. 
B 
^Rt 
2941 3447 514 188 18.70 21.24 
2302 3489 394 136 15.59 21.53 
2179 3506 166 117 15.08 21.32 
2883 3645 280 244 18.12 21.21 
2522 3507 352 180 15.89 214.6 
2234 3374 277 113 14.57 20.81 
2141 3567 134 105 14.00 21.51 
2682 3404 194 134 16.99 20.69 
2375 3157 224 110 15.03 19.48 
2251 3165 210 108 14.17 19.50 
2254 3376 127 123 14.02 20.51 
2743 3291 206 174 17.00 20.00 
Ill 

















.1 1273 1.23 31.66 59.82 102.1 
2 1266 1.24 29.53 70.02 102,0 
3 1254 1.24 36.63 73.32 101.7 
4 1256 20.69 1.25 41.97 51.88 101.4 
1 1338 1.27 32.30 44.29 100.6 
2 1328 1.27 32.74 67.16 101.3 
3 1349 1.28 38.14 77.66 103.7 
4 1366 18.54 1.31 41.69 76.04 105.8 
1 1330 1.34 33.83 61.90 109.6 
2 1354 1.35 28.80 66.79 110.7 
3 1364 1.36 40.68 . 81.61 111.1 
4 1365 22.01 1.37 46.50 79.27 112.7 
1 1352 1.40 30.19 60.79 112.6 
2 1361 1.41 29.76 62.77 113.1 
3 1375 1.41 36.14 77.11 114.1 
4 1392 21.44 1.45 41.21 68.37 114.2 
1 1419 1.48 28.61 54.17 113.6 
2 1423 1.50 27.46 71.39 114.1 
3 1410 1.52 36.67 77.97 115.0 
4 1402 17.97 1.55 43.81 76.52 115.1 
1 1400 1.56 32.59 61.33 115.0 
2 1396 1.57 32.31 69.57 114.9 
3 1400 1.58 37.75 75.15 115.0 
4 1421 18.87 1.60 41.74 76.96 114.5 
aSource: (94). 
6Source: (96). 
^Deflated, per capita. 
&Not deflated. 
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Table 9c. (Continued) 
Prime and 
Wages In choice 
food and Cows 4- steers * Consumer 
liquor total total price 
Yt AP stores slaughter steers Index 
1955-1 1433 1.61 35.13 53.34 114.3 
2 1470 1.62 34.19 63.29 114.3 
3 1491 1.63 38.54 75.47 114.5 
4 1506 19.96 1.64 40.35 77.75 114.9 
1956-1 1504 1.66 29.70 65.77 114.6 
2 1515 1.69 29.55 68.40 115.5 
3 1507 1.70 36.34 75.02 117.0 
4 1514 16.80 1.71 42.77 72.11 117.8 
1957-1 1511 1.74 31.30 65.79 118.6 
2 1519 1.76 30.90 63.73 119.7 
3 1511 1.79 34.73 70.82 121.0 
4 1489 14.76 1.81 35.73 67.41 121.4 
1958-1 1463 1.84 29.90 47.47 122.7 
2 1461 1.85 27.23 54.67 123.6 
3 1481 1.86 25.88 66.36 123.8 
4 1480 9.97 1.89 27.09 72.78 123.8 
